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Calendar No. 840 
101ST CoNGRF.SS 
2d Session SENATE 
REPORT 
101-472 
ARTS, HUMANITIES,~ ~_»UMS AMENDMENTS 
-~ 
SEPTEMBER 25 (legislative day, SEPTEMBER 10), 1990.-0rdered to be printed 
Mr. PELL (for Mr. KENNEDY), from the Committee on Labor and 
Human Resources, submitted the following 
REPORT 
together with 
~ ~/,,;.__ !l'o Dd~ 
The Committee on Labor an esources, to which was 
referred the bill ( . extend and improve arts and human-
ities programs, museum services, and arts and artifacts indemnifi-
cation, and for other purposes, having considered the same, reports 
favorably thereon with an amendment in the nature of a substitute 
and recommends that the bill, as amended, do pass. 
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The Committee finds that these agencies have made substantial 
contributio.ns to the nation's cultural and economic progress. 
The Nat10nal Endowment for the Arts, which celebrates its 25th 
anniversary in September 1990, has provided approximately 85,000 
grants to nonprofit institutions, organizations and individuals in a 
variety of arts-related disciplines, including music, dance, design 
arts, folk arts, literature, media arts, museums, theater, visual 
arts, and arts in education. 
The National Endowment for the Humanities, which also marks 
i~ 25th anniversary in September 1990, is dedicated to the promo-
tion a~d support of the humanities through the disciplines of histo-
ry, philosophy, language, linguistics, literature, archeology, juris-
p_rudence, comparati_ve re.ligi<?ns, ethics, and the theory and criti· 
c1sm of the arts. Smee its mception, NEH has provided 41,000 
grants to colleges, universities, historical societies and museums in 
the program areas of education, fellowships, seminars, research, 
staJi;i WJchg~neral .Programs. . . ,,.,. .· . jli\ Wfe1Ii\sti~~~u~~c_e.§};_sincejitSie~t~.oliS,Hj!i~h?iiffir91 
has p~oVJde~ over 8;~00 grants for all types of museums-assisting 
them m their educat10naL role, helping to conserve our rich cultur· 
al heritage, and lessening the financial burden borne by museums 
as they serve a growing audience. 
In addition, these agencies have acted as effective catalysts for 
growing state, l_ocal and private support. In 1965, when the NEA 
was first established, only five states had arts councils. Today all 
50 states and six special jurisdictions have arts councils. Bet~een 
~966 and 1990, the NEA's States Program awarded $355.5 million 
m grants. State governments appropriated more than $2.4 billion 
to match these grants-making the ratio of state to federal support 
nearly seven to one. Likewise, federal NEH funds have generated 
$1.3 billion in private matching funds. 
In reviewin~ the grants made by these agencies, the Committee 
has found a wide range of successful grants that present strong jus-
tification for this reauthorization bill. The Committee believes that 
these successful grants represent the vast majority of the work sup-
ported by the two Endowments and the Institute. At the same 
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time, the Committee acknowledges that some grants made by the 
NEA have proven to be controversial and have raised the issue of 
accountability for public funds. 
The reauthorization bill developed by the Committee addresses 
both of these findings. It maintains a federal commitment to the 
enhancement of our nation's cultural life through continuation of 
funding for the NEA, the NEH, and IMS through fiscal year 1995. 
In addition, it strengthens accountability for NEA funds through 
the tightening of grant making procedures and the imposition of 
sanctions for works that violate obscenity or child pornograpy laws. 
The Committee finds that there is general support for federal 
funding of the arts, humanities and museums. Recent polls indicate 
that approximately 70 percent of the American public support fed-
eral funding for the arts and humanities through agencies such as 
the NEA, NEH, and IMS. The federal commitment to the arts and 
humanities has always been a relatively small amount of money, 
currently representing Jess than one percent of the U.S. federal 
budget. Nevertheless, this support underscores the importance of 
the arts and humanities in enriching and expanding the horizons 
of our nation and plays a critical role in generating broader sup-
port for cultural activities. 
II. STATEMENT OF l'Ul\l'OSE 
It is the purpose of this bill to modify the existing National 
Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act (NFAHl to assure 
greater accountability in the grant-making process and to take into 
consideration the changing demographics and cultural needs of our 
population. Authorization of the NFAH programs is extended 
through fiscal year 1995. 
While the Committee believes that the existing programs have 
tried to adhere to the original intent of the legislation, hearings 
held by the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities in 
March and April 1990 pinpointed problems that are addressed by 
the changes in this legislation. These amendments, in the form of 
S. 2724, make necessary changes to strengthen the panel process, 
to clarify the National Endowment for the Art's role regarding ob-
scenity and child pornography, to expand arts education through a 
new initiative and to establish a new program of regional arts festi-
vals. In addition, these amendments make a number of technical 
and clarifying changes in the NF AH. 
III. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 
The National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities was 
established in 1965 by Public Law 89-209. The original Act was 
preceded by the National Arts and Cultural Development Act of 
1964 (P.L. 88-579), which established a National Council on the 
Arts. When the National Foundation on the Arts and the Human-
ities Act became law in 196.'i, the National Council on the Arts was 
transferred to the National Endowment for the Arts. The National 
Foundation on the Arts and the Humi:inities currently is composed 
of the National Endowment for the Arts (and its National Council 
on the Arts), the National Endowment for the Humanities (and its 
National Council on the Humanities), the Federal Council on the 
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Arts and Humanities, and the Institute of Museum Services (and 
its National Museum Services Board). 
The National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities Act was 
subsequently amended in 1967 by Public Law 90-83; in 1968 by 
Public Law 90-348; in 1970 by Public Law 91-346; in 1973 by Public 
Law 93-133; in 1976 by Public Law 94-462 and Public Law 94-555; 
in 1980 by Public Law 96-496; in 1984 by Public Law 98-306; in 
1985 by Public Law 99-194; in 1986 by Public Law 99-362 and in 
1989 by Public Law 101-121. Major reauthorizations occurred in 
1968, 1970, 1973, 1976, 1980 and 1985. 
The Museum Services Act was first enacted as Title II of the 
Arts, Humanities and Cultural Affairs Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-462). 
The Act was subsequently amended in 1980 by Public Law 96-496; 
in 1984 by Public Law 98-306 and in 1985 by Public Law 99-194. 
The Arts and Artifacts Indemnity Act, "an Act to provide indem· 
nities for exhibitions of artistic and humanistic endeavors," was en· 
acted in 1975 as Public Law 94-158 and amended by Public Law 
99-194. The Federal Council on the Arts and Humanities was given 
authority to make indemnity agreements against loss or damage to 
art objects and artifacts. 
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t an amendment in the nature 
The Committee proceeded to accep tch for himself Mr. Kennedy, 
of a substitute, offered by Senatobr Ha oll call vote ~f 15 yeas to l 
Mr Pell and Mrs. Kassebaum, y a r 
nay. The vote was recorded as follows: 
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The Committee then voted for final f 
the nature of a substitute by a vote ~~age o the amendment in 
was recorded as follows: 0 yeas to 1 nay. The vote 
YEAS 
Kennedy 
Pell 
Metzenbaum 
Dodd 
Simon 
Harkin 
Adams 
Mikulski 
Bingaman 
Hatch 
Kassebaum 
Jeffords 
Thurmond 
Durenberger 
Cochran 
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V. NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS 
A.BACKGROUND 
Each year the NEA funds th els f . 
across the United States th t ousan ° proJ.ects and productions 
standing and appreciation of th~n~~r1h PEb~c knowledge, under· · 
ed access to art of hi h ual 't . · e n owment has expand. 
acquaintance with th g q h1 Y m every state and has broadened 
traditional musicianse ~:!£~ ~dg_h supp?:1 of community festivals, 
Nearly eve citiz n, h h inner ~1 Y and rural arts centers. 
form of the ~rts su~h asas { e opportunity to participate in some 
ances, museum exhibitio~say~edl~certs, dance and opera perform· 
arts and visual arts. ' programs, poetry, fiction, folk 
•EndoW1llent ro. a:r 
"!Fr:· - •• "'~ 
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~d~<4tncelPL~fil'. . laet citiz~ns:;;~f.e"I[~ffob The 
DiSJiD,t:A"'italBrogrl o grams tO senTor citizens, as w . 
Many different ethnic groups in America enjoy Endowment-spon-
sored projects and productions that reach, or reflect, the culture of 
minority, inner city, rural or tribal communities. In this regard, 
the Committee was pleased to learn that over 170 different cultures 
were represented among grantees of the NEA. The Endowment's 
attention to cultural diversity is to be commended. 
The Committee notes that projects supported by the NEA are not 
limited to the large urban population centers. Special Endowment 
programs and initiatives are designed to reach all rural areas of 
the country, bringing the best in live performances to those who 
otherwise could not attend opera, symphony, theater, and dance. 
Through its media program and support for public television, the 
Endowment reaches virtually every household with high quality 
performing arts. 
The Committee fully intends for the National Endowment for the 
Arts to continue to make the arts accessible to all of our citizens. 
Americans of all economic and racial backgrounds face the begin-
ning of a new century. The Committee believes our nation should 
facilitate a continuing cultural legacy and a national commitment 
to our artistic heritage through the NEA. 
B. ACCOUNTABILITY 
The Committee _deliberated extensively on the issue of the proper 
role of the federal government in funding the arts. 
The Committee reviewed possible and appropriate additional 
statutory guidelines that would diminish, if not eliminate, the pos-
sibility of questionable grants in the future. However, it should be 
noted that the Committee also listened closely to the serious con-
cerns of those in the arts community who believe it to be important 
that decisions on appropriate subject matter for federally supported 
grants in the arts be decided by the peer review system with the 
oversight of the National Endowment for the Arts. 
There is a strong consensus in the Committee that there is a le-
gitimate and vital role for the federal government in the arts. The 
Congress is free, although not required, to support the arts. The 
National Endowment for the Arts is a worthwhile and meritorious 
agency which has made significant contributions. This agency plays 
a small but crucial role in enhancing the cultural life of our 
nation, a role that should not be subverted to calls for its eradica-
tion. 
Actor Theodore Bikel has cautioned that "in all other publicly 
funded enterprises we acknowledged an expected failure rate ... 
but in the arts there can be none and, unless there is a 100% suc-
cess, the funding becomes endangered." 
Although the Committee cannot guarnntee 100% success at the 
National Endowment for the Arts in the future, it believes that 
every effort must be made to assure accountability for tax dollars. 
The Committee feels that there is ample room for improvement 
and has proposed changes to bring about such improvement. 
The approach taken by the Committee avoids the constitutional 
pitfalls that would be raised by the imposition of guidelines that 
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s~uf~~s: ~p~~~~~delf~f~~;sU~ ~ch~t~rrt;/r~~~ifi°:d,K'~zl~; &~m~1rzFJ}}~f~~~ar•~,-~ji;J;,de 
phed .m the First Amendment area, the unconstitutional conditions IT~~-·:<:,,.-~,,.~~ep d?~tnne holds that 15'~vernment may n<?t grant a benefit on the con· ·If·th'e'€lfairperson of the NEA determines that the individual or 
d1tion that the recipient forego constitutionally protected ex res- organizat~on ~hat. created .or produced the projt;ct found to be ob-
sion-even if government was free in the fir t 1 t t Pa- scene or m VIolation of ch~ld por~o~aphy laws 1S unable to or has that benefit at all." s Pace no 0 ouer not made repayment, and if such md1VI 
The Comm1'ttee th ~ t 1 . ._-:-receive~its funds directlv fro '! 
proach to th.is problem, .one which encompasses both procedural . il·'~ot _ V~~~an~W-. , ereiore, s rong y recommends a different ap-'·· ~,._.,..,. .. ii,,..~""C!il. "''""'"". ._· ... .J.c,,, . .,.'" 
and sub.stant1ve changes m grant-making policies and programs of ~'('eel irectl 
the National Endowment for the Arts. '~ .... iza~1 '"··"- ........ ,~ ' , •· 
When are sanctions applied? 
Sanctions shall be applied when NEA funds are used to create 
produce or s1:1pport a .Project or production that is found to be 0})'. 
scene or to violate ch1l.d pornography laws in a criminal trial (and 
all ~ppeals of the conVIct10n are exhausted) in a state in which the 
project wa;s produced or which was described in the grant applica· 
t10n as a site for the project. 
What are the sanctions? 
Sanctions include .repayment o.f the NEA funds that supported 
the .v.:ork found to VIolate obscenity or child pornography laws. In 
addition, a defendai:t or defendants convicted in the trial will be 
debarred fr~m receiving additional NEA funding for at least 3 
years or until the funds are repaid-whichever is longer. Failure to 
repay the amount due would result in permanent debarment. 
and how much must be 
art8f .·. ,, rlotnemli&li4S!':f~pijllsib ajin ;.f'Umls. Repa~of funds by the individual or organization that cre-
ated or produced the project found to be obscene must be made 
within 90 days of the exhaustion of final appeal of the conviction, 
unless such period is extended by the Chairperson of the NEA for 
up to two years. If an agency or arts group that subgranted funds 
to such individual or organization is required to repay funds, it 
must do so within 30 days of the original 90-day period. 
Who U; debarred from receiving further funds from NEA, and 
for how long? 
Any individual or organization that received funds from the 
NEA, used them to create or produce the project found to be ob-
scene, and was convicted in the criminal obscenity or child pornog-
raphy trial, will be debarred from receiving further NEA funds for 
a period of not less than three years. If such individual or organiza-
tion is required to repay funds as described above, then that indi-
vidual or organization is debarred until it repays such funds. If an 
agency or arts group is required to repay funds, as described above, 
and does not make such repayment, it is debarred from receiving 
further funds until such funds are repaid. 
Summary 
The overall scheme of repayment and debarment is designed to 
assure that the person or entity which received NEA funds and 
used them in creating or producing the work found to be obscene 
or to violate child pornography laws must repay the funds used to 
create such work. If such person or entity does not make timely re-
payment of such funds, it is debarred from receiving further NEA 
funds until it does so. If the individual or organization actually 
making the obscene work does not repay the money, then an 
agency or arts group who received the funds from the NEA and 
passed them on to such individual or organization must repay the 
money. If it does not do so, it is debarred until it does so. 
Any individual, organization, arts group or agency that used 
NEA funds to create a project or production that is found to be ob-
scene or to violate child pornography laws, and is a defendant con-
victed at such obscenity or child pornography trial, is debarred for 
three years. 
The Chairperson of the NEA is charged with promulgating proce-
dures to ensure compliance with these sanctions. 
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Illustration 
A State Arts Council receives money from the NEA as part of 
the state block grant. The Board then gives $100,000 of the NEA 
funds to a theater group for a performing arts series. Among the 
performances in the series is one in which an individual performer 
receives $10,000 from the theater group. A criminal action ~ 
brought against the performer, and a court convicts the performer 
of violating obscenity laws, and the conviction is upheld in the 
highest court of appeal, if so appealed. 
Sanctions.-The performer must repay the $10,000 and would be 
debarred from federal funding for a minimum of 3 years. If the 
performer does not repay the full amount, he or she would be de-
barred, unless he or she ultimately made repayment, and the thea· 
ter group would be responsible for repaying. If the theater group 
fails to repay, it is debarred until it or the performer makes such 
repayment, and the State Arts Council would be responsible for re-
paying the $10,000. If the State Arts Council does not repay, it 
would be debarred until it makes full repayment. 
2. Procedural reforms 
The Committee has taken a number of additional steps to further 
reduce the possibility of grants being made without the account· 
ability required for all federal agencies and programs. 
The Committee provides for the restructuring of the NEA grant 
procedures by directing the Chairman of the Endowment to take 
certain specific actions. First, he is required to establish an agency· 
wide panelist bank that will contain the names of qualified arts 
professionals as well as knowledgeable lay persons. The presence of 
knowledgeable lay persons on Endowment panels will bring valua· 
ble new public perspectives to these important proceedings. A 
knowledgeable lay person is someone with a high degree of famili· 
arity with the arts discipline under consideration but who does not 
make a living in that particular field. 
The Committee has also directed the NEA Chairman to stand· 
ardize panel review procedures in an effort to make these proce-
dures as fair and accountable as possible. It is anticipated that a 
standard application practice will be established for every grant 
program as well as a clearly defined appeals process for applicants 
whose applications are rejected. Other procedural requirements in· 
valve the increased use of on-site visits to view an applicant's work, 
followed by a written report that can assist review panelists in 
making their funding recommendations. 
Although the Endowment is also required to keep a verbatim 
record of all panel proceedings, the Committee understands that 
this information would continue to be protected under the Freedom 
of Information Act deliberative process exemption. 
In an effort to bring fresh perspectives to the deliberations of the 
review panels and to permit broader participation, the Committee 
has required that membership in these panels be changed substan· 
tially from year to year with no panel appointment to exceed three 
years. 
Furthermore, the Committee requests that the proceedings of the 
National Council on the Arts be open to the public in accordance 
11 
with the Administrative Procedure~ Act.hThe Co~mi~f~:edc:e~~~~ 
ed es that there will be some occasions t at men a . · 11 
of1he Council. It is anticip8:ted., howev~r, that t~hese fcf~IC~u;~il 
be rare and that the application review. por ion o 
meetings will routinel.Y be ohpen to thedp~b~hc~ role of the Inspector 
Finally the Committee as expan e . t 
Ge 1 ~f the NEA by requiring this office to co1:1duct al'?prop1Jia e ~era of Endowment grantees to ensure compliance with a ac-
reV1ews . . 
nting and financial cntena. . · ·11 t t cou . . t' fi d that these new prov1swns w1 pro ec 
The Committee is sa is ie d the arts The Committee be· 
the interests of both taxpayers an d · t 11 patible 
lieves that these separate interests are fun amen a y com . 
J General terms and conditions for NEA grant recipients .. 
. d h t th G neral Terms "nd Cond1t10ns 
The CoI?mittee in~e1:1 stst f thee NEA grant fund; under Section form provided to recipien o . 
5 shall include on such form the followmg: 
REPAYMENT OF FUNDS AND DEBAR~ENT.-ln accordance 
with a Congressional directive, re.c1p1ent\ of ;unds ~J°1t1~ 
Section 5 of the National Foundat10n on t e h rts an." . 
manities Act of 1965 are requested. to note t e prov1swns 
of Section lO(g) of such Act regardmg repayment of funds 
and debarment. 
4. The Independent Commission . . l FY 
The Independent Commission which was establ~she~el~a~~d its 
1990 Interior Appropria~ioN8 t'Act 1 ~~~·oJr~~~\2 f~~ the Arts" on 
"Report to Congress on t e a 10na the Committee on Labor and 
September 11, 1990, the day be[ose .~724 to the Senate. The Com-
Human Resources met to. r~P0\he ·!~dependent Commission's rec-
mitree ack.nowled~es wceiv~ng these findings with care. The Com-~lt~~n~::!~~: :he 0~~io~e~~e~corporate Commission recommenda-
tions when S. 2724 is brought to the Senate floor. 
\ j 
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initiatives would be integrated with one another and ongoing En· 
dowr:ient programs, and would be carried out by artists and per· 
forming and nc:~n-p;rforming arts, and educational organizations 
that suppo~ artists work, and state and local arts agencies. 
In carrymg out these purposes, the Chairperson of the National 
Endowment for the Arts would: 
. (1) Appoint an Advisory Board made up of leading professionals 
m the field of arts education, artists, administrators of institutions, 
patrons, educators from early childhood, elementary, secondary 
and postsecondary education, representatives of state arts agencies 
and local arts organizations, and other qualified individuals at all 
levels in order to assure community involvement and to provide 
counsel on policy and programs. 
.(2) Assure the integration and coordination of existing programs 
with the overall purpose of the arts education program. 
The Committee intends that the National Arts Education Adviso-
ry Board advises the National Council on the Arts and the Chair· 
person of the Nati.oz;~l. En~owm~nt for the Arts with regard to its 
roles and responsib1hties mvolvmg arts education. Recommenda· 
tions for grant awards and cooperative agreements would continue 
to be reviewed by peer panels, the National Council on the Arts 
and determined by the Chairman of the Endowment. 
In orde.r to carry ?ut .the arts. education program, t~e,F~.7~~p.~~~· 
. . . ~. fJJ~~ f~r1f'~Y~~&1d€!~.Ol~{1Eo.n: ,~ .... ···~·.-.····-· .~men un..,1 w1e. n '~ ... .._.~ _ . __ .._.PJ~!~Q~i~!e(!."f~$:. # ,..,., iO'~ 
Durmg e past twerity-fivetyears~'tn ~audiences for and the geo-
grapical diversity of the arts have undergone remarkable growth. 
Although there are many factors that contribute to this, the NEA 
and state and local arts agencies have played a major role. 
There is, however, only one area where the trends have not bee~ 
cons· i~ivec··as-arts ed~catetio.~:l'!?t'l}.f'lac~f ,. "t11~1 e!;! ri r 1 ,... '.!§1 
. fe'~ea' t~ . e lEii! 
... Wlif.Mity·"~p ate . H'"''"if·. 
.,,.,,,,. ... . n.a sign 
c .. 
I;t°h~ late seventie~, the ~n?owment, itself, conducted a study 
conce~nmg th~ education, trammg, and development of profession· 
al artists. Durmg the past decade, there has been a sustained focus 
on the status and needs of arts education at the elementary and 
secondary level. In spite of- the nature of these concerns not 
enough has been done in either area. ' 
The President, in his campaign and throughout his presidency, 
has focused on the education needs of the nation. Concern has been 
expressed about America's work force-for our need for creativity 
and craftsmanship, our capacity to understand our multi-cultura· 
lism, and our ability to solve problems and communicate effective-
ly. The arts are a vast, virtually untapped, resource for acquiring 
some of these competencies. · 
As part of the 1985 reauthorization, the NEA was mandated to 
~,anduct a ~t!l?Y ?f ~;ts education in America. The NEA report, 
Toward C1v1hzation, concluded that there exists "a gap between 
commitment and resources for arts education and the actual prac· 
tice of arts education in classrooms." 
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The opening paragraph of the foreword to the report stated the 
following: 
We need to help our children move toward civilization. 
As we stand on the threshold of the 21st century, we are 
concerned, and rightly so, with the quality of the educa-
tion of young Americans and whether it is preparing them 
for the challenges of the future. Many of the challenges 
will, obviously, be scientific and technological· -and our 
schools must give our children the tools to deal with them. 
Less obviously, many of the challenges will be cultural. 
They will pose questions concerning what it is to be an 
American and what our civilization stands for. Arts educa-
tion can help this. 
The report further stated that NEA's responsibility for arts edu-
cation should be similar to that of the National Science Foundation 
in science education. The past twenty-five years, however, have 
demonstrated that the structure of the Arts Endowment, and lack 
of adequate funding, have inhibited its ability to provide effective 
leadership in this area. 
The NEA has tried in the past to add resources to its budget for 
education programs but has been unsuccessful primarily because 
there is no specific authorization within the Act for such an initia-
tive. The Committee believes that authorizing a new program for 
arts education within the National Endowment for the Arts is criti-
cal. 
The Committee believes that as part of educational reform, every 
child should have sequential K-12 curriculum-based arts education. 
In addition, arts education extends beyond the traditional class-
room and K-12 students. The Committee believes that arts educa-
tion is a life-long experience, from early childhood through adult-
hood, developed not only through classroom environments but also 
through programs and performances of arts institutions. The pa-
rameters of the arts are endless and a person's involvement in 
their presentation and appreciation are unlimited. 
The Committee intends that authorizing a program for arts edu-
cation helps accomplish the following: 
(1) Improve the quality of life-long learning in the arts at all 
levels, from early childhood to adulthood; 
(2) Promote and improve the availability of arts instruction 
for American youth; 
(3) Enhance the quality of arts instruction in programs of 
teacher education; 
(4) Strengthen and support research in arts education; 
(5) Develop arts faculty resources and talents; 
(6) Support and encourage the development of improved cur-
riculum materials in the arts; 
(7) Improve evaluation and assessment of arts education pro-
grams and instruction; 
(8) Foster cooperative programs with the Department of Edu-
cation and encourage partnerships between arts and education 
agencies at state and local levels; 
l . 
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(9) Encourage part~ers~ips between arts organizations, busi· 
ness, colleges and universities, and arts and education agencies 
at state and local levels; 
qo) Support apprenticeships, internships, and other career· 
oriented work-study experiences for artists and arts teachers; ql) Support and encourage residencies of artists at all edu· 
cat10nal levels; 
(12) Support the use of technology and improved facilities 
and resources in arts education programs at all levels· 
(13) Fos~er acc~ssibility to the arts through edu'cation in ru~al and mner-city areas and among culturally diverse popu· lat10ns; and 
(14) Foster the efforts of arts institutions and local state and 
regional arts agencies to improve access to the arts through 
arts education. 
~--·:~ ERIQA~ 
The C?mmittee has authorized funding for a series of American 
a_rts festivals to be held each year under the sponsorship of the Na· 
t10nal Endowment for the Arts. These festivals will juxtapose di· 
verse art form.s, thereby illustrating Americans' plural heritages 
and the bountiful results of democracy at work in the arts. The celebr~tions will ei:iable. Americans to understand the importance 
o'. art m docum~n.tmg history, encouraging creativity and building 
vibrant commumt1es. 
The types of programs included in the celebrations will include 
but not b~ limited to, presentations in the performing arts, visual 
arts, media arts, and crafts. The festivals will showcase traditional 
artfori;ns, .representational art and contemporary works. Each festi· 
val will mcorporate educational programs to inform audiences abou~ the a~. an~ art~ts involved and each will encourage com· 
mumty participat10n m the planning and implementation of 
events. 
The. festivals will be ~esigned to attract a broad spectrum of the 
American people and will take place in accessible locations where a~mission charges ~ll be low or free. It is anticipated by the Com· 
m1ttee that Americans from diverse ethnic and cultural back· 
grounds will be participants at all levels . 
. The National Ez;dowm~nt for the Arts should coordinate plan· 
nmg fo~ these festivals with. the seven regional arts organizations: 
Arts ~1dwest, Consortium for the Pacific Arts and Culture Mid· 
America Arts Alliance, Mid-Atlantic States Arts Consortium' New 
England Foundation for the Arts, Southern Arts Federatio~ and 
the Western StatesrArts-Eoundation. li(~~~~ffi;_~~~~ct1j'~-·~:;)~ E:·eoc,a~~~F~:fle.1~»" -~
The Committee recognizes the continuing growth and effective-
ness of local arts agencies by adding a definition of the term "local 
arts agency" to the "definition " tion...,of""the-ena · tatute. 
sµ -·-·~age · ined . '·'U'n1tvTof'"'''"' ~an 
' ,. ·1-· . ,,r. -~.r.ri .... i;r,~- ~~. ~nt:o: ;"1¥&.proVi UP: 
""p"'"Q , °C v..1 ..... ,.- .-."'·'"' ·~f''f.-'" _ •P\··· -.---~ .... '->-:J 
.. ~~,, .. ~- r.?.~ ar.1ety~o ~a . •organizations 
Or mchVIOUal aft1 ltn ~ '""",,,_);t~E!~l~t:~'.S°~~r'~~ 
........... ~ .... ·~-.... ~-""·~-~.::L:;..~_,_)'.;z,.:;.~~-
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pe~~e Committee reaffirms its support for the Locals Program at 
the National Endowment for the Arts that provides various types 
of support to strengthen the services provided by local arts agen-
cies. 
F. INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES AT NEA 
The Committee welcomed testimony offered by NEA Chairman 
John Frohnmayer that international arts activiti~s. w:ould. be a 
focus of future activity at the Arts Endowment. Im.t1at1ves m. the 
international realm are encouraged by the Committee, prov~ded 
that the primary intent of any such. effoi:ts is to s~pport American 
arts and artists and those who d1ssemmate their work abroad. 
Given the limited funds available to the NEA, the Committee ad-
vises against diverting resources to suppoi:tin.g the arti~ts of other 
nations in any efforts to gain exposure withm the Umted States. 
16 
Possible grant recipients include landscape architecture schools, 
state arts agencies with design programs, state historic preserva· 
tion agencies, chapters of professional design organizations, the Na· 
tional Trust for Historic Preservation and the Alliance for Historic 
Landscape Preservation, as well as a variety of state and local 
agencies. Notification of the category would be made widely avail· 
able via professional, state, and local networks. 
The incentive to think about long-term landscape solutions is the 
objective of the Program. Since the users and beneficiaries of 
America's countryside often live elsewhere, sharing the responsibil· 
ity of the cost seems appropriate. Moreover, there is no ready 
source of local design assistance in rural areas where significant 
landscapes are threatened. 
The Committee acknowledges that no other federal agency has 
such a program and most with traditional land use roles deal 
either with federal land or perform a regulatory role. The Arts En· 
dowment, as the only agency charged with promoting aesthetic 
design quality, has a proven process for awarding grants of this 
nature. 
VI. NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES 
oWnie~t ., ... ,.. s ~liS}fed "'Jlie~cJ~°YeJqt;_ . . b1rc-a1"'"BY.sreifii1~f?'rfa. •~riaf<rfilti.9.£!.!i~Ln, a-~mt~I~ds 
t e production of a compenoium of data on the humanities that 
will be released in October 1990 and encourages the Endowment to 
update and disseminate future such compendia on an annual basis. 
Of particular interest to the Committee will be the response of the 
humanities community at large to the compendium as well as sug· 
gestions the community may have for improvement and/or expan· 
sion of this potentially useful reference work. 
The Committee is pleased to learn of the Endowment's initiation 
of consultation on data and information issues with members of the 
humanities and higher education communities and encourages the 
agency to continue such contacts with appropriate groups. 
The Committee encourages the Endowment to make known it.5 
interest in receiving grant applications for projects to collect and 
analyze specialized data on the humanities and for secondary anal· 
ysis of data relevant to understanding trends in the humanities. It 
is assumed that such applications would be subject to the regular 
peer review process. 
B. NEH RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER GRANTING ORGANIZATIONS 
Testimony received by the Committee from the Chairperson of 
NEH and other witnesses confirms the importance of the working 
relationship between the Endowment and other organizations that 
provide special services and support to humanities scholars. The 
Committee recognizes that the experience from the enhanced over· 
sight of NEH grants with these organizations initiated in Novem· 
ber 1989 indicates that the level of oversight applied before the FY 
1990 legislation is adequate and effective. Therefore, the Commit· 
17 I 
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. filt::t 
f''.'';fi'*)<''f'"' .. "''"''""~·=··- .. _, . 
. -~ ~g_,"k-~a!!ce¥'41t0i>Jli ':o " 0~
. In order to oe c!ear·''Ofi'eftlifs sSG"~""'cf ·'"' ·· .·"·-;: . ih~rc~;~~tt~e t~!t~~~hi:;i~~~~~ ~[ t~~if ~n~~;;Jxe?f~~rbee:;hf~ 
be av~ila?Je to_ the public as soon as they are appof~~d ~ts s~t 
Begmnmg with the Annual Report for FY 1990 th Co -t~ ~~~~~f~sf: ~~~;~~~~al~ 1:hi~~sifi in the ~nnFu1al Repo~~~der 
md1vidual serves on a ey ~erve · or example, 1f an 
Posals for H ·t· grp ar_its p~nel that is convened to review pro-umam ies roJects m Museu s d H' t . 1 0 . 
zations within the ff · · f G m an is onca rgam· 
should be so identifiedv1i~oilieo An~~~lak Pr~Ths, this individual 
t:~!d 0fn"~~:~~Jf ;eviel ~an els .shouldeb~ i~dic!~<lr:s 8~~h:nd 
fore . nm~a eport m the same explicit manner The 
NEHgomg_ procedur1es will help to ensure the accountability of the review pane process The Co 'tte . 
ists serving at the Nation~! Endow::1t foer ~hmtsA out tha~ pan~J­
the above manner in the NEA A 1 R e rts are hsted m nnua eport. 
VII. INSTITUTE OF MUSEUM SERVICES 
A. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES PROGRAM 
The Committee recognizes th t th p ~ . gram at the Institute of M a Se . ro ess10nal Services Pro-1 · h useum erv1ces was origi 11 tab-1s ed to provide _support to the museum field at lar enb y es. ~~:e~~h0 ~;~!~!~1~b;1 lli~s~~~mf~:ti~~I~0ni9s~hi~l[hrN~j~ 
awarded ~Je~dth~nN~:ed f'kthe Smithsonian Institution. Grants 
training opportuniti! 10f~~ us~um Act had _Provided support for 
museum-related problems dmuseum profess10nals, research on Th p ,. . an museum management 
. e ~01ess10nal Services Program has fund d · h projects, mcluding a project f th A . e many wort y 
urns that will address th 1· le mencan Association of Muse-
mation b . ~ en ica need for current fieldwide infor· 
ums in fh~utfo.r1dgS an important comprehensive survey of muse-
grants ha ye ass~~t:d. th~~~o~i~~r~n ~~o~~~!~:~e~~1;~f~s Program i~~~)~~:f:u~e~~~o~hetC~n~~~~t~~~ ~~~;;u~~la!HPistory ta~~~~~'. 
While the C 'tt d . roper y. ~:0l~~~a~:~li~TI~!~h~~~&}iiii~v~~ ~~~~1h:~~?~a~t s~o~d 
legitimate, competitive proposals. This 
0w~~Jd1 i~~r::~dt~e r~~:i:: 
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and the quality of proposals and directly benefit the museum field 
and the public. Several entities included in this legislation that are 
not currently eligible to compete for grants are: state museums, 
universities, non-profit research firms and other museums. 
D. GENERAL OPERATING SUPPORT PROGRAM 
In the course of its hearing on the Institute of Museum Services, 
the Committee focused its attention on the General Operating Sup-
port Program (GOSJ. This program that garners the largest share 
of the IMS budget, provides competitive grants to museums for op-
erations. The Committee regards the GOS Program as the most im-
portant program operated by IMS and would not look favorably on 
the expansion of other programs at the expense of the GOS Pro-
gram. 
~~~urn.2n:>~-f~ -· ec~k~d a_dfi.ressed~ 
emplby..e~oy}t: itut_ «i;"' 
~a"' ,~ ·. ·~-.a;iu~ .1 . os:i.liPP i~~ io'hs .. __ ... . _ Ji-L _ . 
..;· _ ,- ;I_Il~!ise~~cr=-a · &"etfin15'"'isr.Jg""e"ri"er1i11Y1t~efile in the 
- setimfield. As the GOS Peer Reviewer Handbook states, review-
ers evaluate applications based on how well "the museum staff un-
derstands and adheres to professional standards" as well as on 
"how well the museum uses its available resources." For many of 
the reviewers, their only source of information about the applicant 
is that which is supplied by the applicant institution. While the 
Committee acknowledges that there is no widespread abuse in ex-
aggerating merit on the application forms, it is possible that the 
process is open to self-promotion. The IMS staff has a small admin-
istrative budget and cannot be expected to travel extensively to 
sites to verify applications nor would it be qualified to audit the 
broad range of museums that qualify to apply for grants. 
In light of this situation, it was suggested at the hearing that the 
accreditation program administered by an organization that pro-
vides this formal recognition be considered as an independent indi-
cator of quality. Accreditation programs as administered by the 
American Association of Museums and the American Association 
of Zoological Parks and Aquariums have become the accepted 
standard of measure for their respective fields. The accreditation 
process not only requires a detailed questionnaire but also an ex-
tensive site visit to confirm the profile as described by the institu-
tion. 
The Committee acknowledges that many qualified applicants for 
GOS support have not been accredited. The process is a lengthy 
and careful one and does involve some cost to the institution. Tbe 
Committee suggests, therefore, that the Institute consider ways of 
encouraging more institutions to seek accreditation through the 
use of its Museum Assessment Program grants and follow this up 
in a few years by exploring ways of recognizing accredited muse-
ums that apply for GOS support. The method suggested at the 
hearing was that of awarding a "quality" point to the GOS applica-
tion scores as a way of lending some weigh in the direction of in-
suring that institutions of proven quality fare well in the competi-
tion. No points should be lost for lack of accreditation but an insti-
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tution that achieves this well-€arned status perhaps should be 
given a small advantage. 
The Committee also encourages the Institute to continue to make 
every effort to ensure fairness in the review process. In this regard 
it was suggested that attention be given to the scoring mechanism 
for GOS applications. Each section of the application is currently 
rated on a scoring system of one to seven points, one being the 
lowest and seven being the highest. The Committee understands 
that ratings of 4, 5 or 6 on a single section often make the differ-
ence of success or failure in an application. Since there is virtually 
no standard of measure used by reviewers to distinguish among 
these critical levels of quality, the Committee urges the Institute to 
develop sharper criteria for grade levels in an effort to be fairer to 
all applicants. 
While the Institute has already indicated a desire to move 
toward a system of panel review whereby reviewers meet face to 
face to discuss proposals, the Committee strongly encourages ef-
forts in this direction. It is the opinion of the Committee that the 
isolation of individual field reviewers can jeopardize the fairness 
and consistency of the review process. While higher administrative 
costs are inevitable with a panel review system, the objectivity and 
fairness gained would be well worth the effort in the view of the 
Committee. In addition, the Committee urges the Institute to seek 
out the most qualified museum professionals to serve as application 
reviewers. Reviewers must have broad experience in museum man-
agement and administration in order to provide the most reliable 
and valid reviews. 
VIII. ARTS AND ARTIFACTS INDEMNITY PROGRAM 
The Arts and Artifacts Indemnity Program was created in 1975 
by Congress for the purposes of minimizing the costs of insuring 
international exhibitions and making cultural treasures accessible 
to museum visitors world-wide. The program is administered by the 
Museum Program of the National Endowment for the Arts on 
behalf of the Federal Council on the Arts and Humanities. An In-
demnity Advisory panel makes recommendations to the Federal 
Council which, in turn, decides which exhibitions will receive in-
demnification. 
In fifteen years, the program has been able to indemnify 328 ex-
hibitions, saving the organizers' nearly $40 million in commercial 
insurance premiums. The government's costs have been limited to 
administrative expenses and two claims: one paid in 1984 for 
$10,000 and one in 1989 for $4,700. 
By almost any measure, the Indemnity Program has been an un-
qualified success. The Committee wishes to commend members of 
the Indemnity Advisory Panel, members of the Federal Council 
and Arts Endowment staff who have contributed to the success of 
this worthwhile and cost-€ffective program. 
A few changes are proposed to increase the effectiveness of the 
Indemnity Program and to further benefit the American public. 
First, the Committee proposes to amend the statute by increasing 
the overall amount of coverage available from the current statuto-
ry limit of $1,200,000,000 to $5,000,000,000 and the amount of in· 
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. . 1 xhibition from $125,000,000 to 
demnity available for ~t~ntcl·eeves that these higher limits can 
$500,000,000. The <;Imm\· . in the value of individual works of 
be justified by the raz.na ic nsd d and for coverage. The upward 
art as well as by the i~cre~e em am is to continue to help 
adjustments are defe,n~ible i~ the Jr~~rks of art throughout the 
make possible exhi~itions o !:ethat any further increases in the 
~ountry: Th~ q<>m~ittee expec before the Arts and Artifacts In· 
mdemmty hmits will not och c~r d or until 1995 whichever occurs 
clemnity Act is next reaut onze ' 
later. . widening eligibility under the 
Secondly, the Commi.ttee proposes e of US -owned objects in ex· 
Indemnity Program. to mclude ~over~~ed lo~n~. Under the current 
hibitions that also mclulde foreignbe indemnified only when exhib-
guidelines, U.S.-owne.d oans may. are indemnified while on ex· i~~ ~bro.ad, and f~reid~~~ne~h~JC~mittee believes th~t if an ex-
hibition m the Unite es. h iteria of havmg educa· 
hibition of loans from. a~road ~~~:fic\:1~~ and is certified by the 
ti?nal, cultural, h1s~ordcSt·o~ scl formation Agency as ~eing in the 
Director of the Unite US s n d loans to the exhib1t10n should 
National interest, the · .-owr:e .fi , r 
also be eligible fo.r goverldent ir:g:~ddiiti~~~l\elief for borrowing 
This modification ~ou. provi dd. t the government's expo· institu~ions without sdi(;l1;1fic~n;ly ~ti~~~l ~ransit (which is the time 
sure, smce c?verage urmg m ern · d for the u .S.-owned loans. . 
of greatest risk) wouldhnot tbe ~eqmr:hat this amendment is not m· 
The Committee wis es o .s reh~ft in emphasis in existing indem· t~nded to ~ncour~e any ~aJ~h ~ the Federal Council will cont~nue 
nity pr~ctic;e. It is .expec a imarily for exhibitions of obJeCts 
to provide mdemr.uty covera1e pr b d and that coverage of the 
coming to the Umted Sthatesh"br?tl'!1 as i~~ ~mall but important, tech-
U.S.-owned loans to sue ex i i ion 
nical adjustment. . the Federal Council to redouble its 
Finally, the Committee ur~es uitably and to ensure 
efforts to distribute indfemmty covi~ci~~ii~i small institutions, are 
that the widest range o museums, 
participants in the Program. 
IX. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS AND VIEWS 
A. PRESERVING AMERICA'S HERITAGE 
1 d t I n that the Arts and Human-
The Committee was p ease . o earf Museum Services have con· i~ies Endowm~nts and rtthef In~~~u~:r~ and conservation of our na-
tmue to provide SUPP? or . . . . 
tion's heritage, which is embodied m its. 
Artistic works; ks fil d . formation on magnetic media; Documents, boo • i m an m 
Historic structures; 
Historical objects; t tt s· and Material evidence of p~t and presen cu ure ' 
Natural science collections. t tell us where we have 
These are irreplaceable .tre~u~h~ }~~ure Viewed another way, 
been and where ~e are gomg m st no~ care for so they will 
these are the capital resources we mu . 
be available to present and future generations. 
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Reauthorization of the National Endowments for the Arts and 
the Humanities and the Institute of Museum Services is essential 
to continuing the progress that has been made toward developing 
and implementing a national conservation strategy. Such a strate-
gy will comprehensively address collections care needs and en· 
hance the partnership of support from individuals, businesses, 
foundations and state and local governments. Through federal in· 
centive grants, the Endowments and the Institute provide leader· 
ship to thousands of private and state and local government insti· 
tutions which hold treasures in trust for the American people. 
The Committee wishes to recognize the strides made by the En· 
dowments and the Institute since the last reauthorization in 
strengthening their programs that address the conservation needs 
of America's cultural patrimony. In some cases, additional re-
sources have wisely been allocated to these efforts. For example, 
the Institute of Museum Services recently established the Conser· 
vation Assessment Program (CAP), administered by the National 
Institute for the Conservation of Cultural Property, the umbrella 
organization for many conservation and preservation endeavors. 
CAP is a welcome funding program that will assist a participating 
institution indentifying its own conservation needs and priorities. 
In addition, the Committee applauds the Humanities Endow· 
ment's Office of Preservation for expanding its attention to include 
the preservation of objects of material culture that are housed in 
our nation's universities and museums. Objects in these collections 
form an integral part of the record of civilization and, together 
with written documents in libraries and archives, provide the basis 
for continued learning, research and appreciation of the human· 
ities. The Office of Preservation has an excellent ongoing program 
that assists institutions in preserving significant resources for hu-
manities research, such as books, newspapers, films and photo-
graphs. 
Testimony received by the Subcommittee revealed that the dete-
riorating condition of many collections of material culture has been 
caused by inadequate or non-existent environmental and security 
controls, improper storage facilities and insufficient or total lack of 
conservation treatment. In addition, there is a severe shortage of 
professionally-trained conservators and collections care technicians 
to cope with the growing crisis. The National Heritage Preserva· 
tion Program at the NEH was designed to meet such needs. The 
Committee urges the expansion of support for this important new 
initiative. 
B. FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL SUPPORT FOR THE ARTS 
The Committee acknowledges that over the last twenty-five years 
there have been many important changes in how the arts are sup-
ported in the United States. When the National Endowment for 
the Arts was first authorized in 1965, there was virtually no public 
funding for the arts at the federal, state or local levels. With the 
creation of the NEA came the impetus at all three levels for the 
government to take on more of a role in supporting the arts. At 
first the Federal government, through the Endowment, took pri· 
mary responsibility and appropriated the largest single amount for 
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the arts. The states took secondary responsibili~y through ~he state 
arts agencies and local governments took third place with very 
modest appropriated funds. As the ~ndowment .grew, the st~te and 
local governments were inspired to increase their support sut:h that 
in the last five years the equation has reversed. Now loc.al .arts 
agencies receive well over $500 million from local appropriations, 
states are funding the arts at over $250 million and the F~d~ral 
government is third with a current appropriation of $17~ milhon. 
The Committee is aware of the fact that as the funding levels 
change so does the role of the money that is generated fr.om these 
three different sources. For example, local goverm:nent with great· 
er dollars input is taking on more of an operating support r?le 
rather than merely program support .. In ~ight of these ~hanging 
levels and roles of government arts funding, the Committee be-
lieves it is important to study how these funds may be used most 
effectively. It therefore asks that a study be und~rtaken by the 
Federal Council on the Arts and Humanities to consider th: ch<~~1g: 
ing roles and impact of such suppo1·t for the arts at each l.cv~I. .I he 
Committee believes that such a study should bl' undcrt<1ken <1nd 
submitted to Congress before any steps are taken to reorgamz.e the 
National Endowment for the Arts in such a way that would reallo-
cate significant amounts of federal funds. to state or loc~l a~ts age~­
cies If the study should make a compelling case for assi.gning addi· tio~al federal funds to state arts agencies with a r~sultin~ smalleh 
role for the Federal government, the Committee will consider sue 
steps at an appropriate time in the future. 
c. INDEPENDENCE OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES COUNCILS 
Section 4(c) of the Act states that "In the administ:ation of ~his 
Act no department, agency, officer, or ~~ployee ot. the Umted 
States shall exercise any direction, supervision, or control oye~ the 
policy determination, personnel, or curriculum, or the admin~str~­
tion or operation of any school or other non-Fe~eral S:gency, insti-
tution, organization, or association." r~he Commi.tte.e wishes to alle-
viate any possibility of misinterpretation by clarifying that the prod 
tection provided by this provision of the Act extends to arts an 
humanities councils in the states. 
X. CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 0FFlCE·-CosT EsTIM..\TE 
l; .S. CoNCHi.~ss, 
CoNCRESf'IVNAL B_IJDGE'l OFFICE, . ( n 
Washington, DC. September J.J, J;l.'Ju. 
Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY, 
Chairman, Committee on Labor and Human Resources, 
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC. .. , _ 
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congressional Buclge.t,' )Jhce has pre-
pared the attached cost estimate for S. 2n4, a b1!1 to extend an_d 
improve arts and humanities programs, museum services, and ans 
and artifacts indemnification, as ordered reported by the Senate 
Committee on Labor and Human Resources on September 12, 1990. 
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If you wish further details on this estimate we will be pleased to 
provide them. ' 
Sincerely, 
Attachment. 
ROBERT F. HALE 
(For Robert D. Reischauer, Director). 
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE COST ESTIMATE 
1. Bill number: S. 2724. 
2. Bill title: Arts, Humanities and Museums Amendments of 1990. ' 
3. Bill status: As ordered reported by the Senate Committee on 
Labor .and Human RE:sou.rces on September 12, 1990. 
.. 4. Bill purpose: This bill extends and improves arts and human· 
itie.s programs, museum services, and arts and artifacts indemnifi. 
cat10n, and for other purposes. 
5. Estimated cost to the Federal Government: 
[By fiscal year, in millions of dol~") 
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
Authoriz.atioos 
National Endowment of the Arts: 
Authonzat1on level .... ...... .......... ........ .................................. 195.3 203.2 211.3 219.7 218.5 Estimated ootlays ... 
....................................................... 66.4 160.9 194.7 212.2 220.7 American Arts Celebration: 
Authorization level.. ... 
........................................... 10.0 10 0 10.0 10.0 10.0 Estimated outlays ............................................................................. 3.4 8.1 9.5 10.0 10.0 Federal Council on the Arts an~ Humanities: ···· 
Authorization level... .. 
...................................... , 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 Estimated outlays .............................................. 
·································· 
.I .2 .3 .3 .3 National Endowment of the Humanities: 
Authorization level 
.................................... 165.0 171.7 178.5 185.6 193.1 Estimated outlays .......... 
································································ 
74.3 141.6 167.1 180.3 187.6 Institute of Museum Services: 
Authorization level ....................................... 
...................................... 24.0 25.0 26.0 27.0 18.I Estimated outlays ..................................... 
·········································· 
6.2 24.3 25.2 26.2 27.3 
Bill total: 
Authorization level. .... 394.6 410.I 426.0 442.6 460.0 Estimated outlays ........ 150.4 335.0 396.7 429.l 445.1 
The. costs o~ this bill fall i~ Function 500. 
.. Basis of estimate: S. 2724 extends and improves arts and human· 
itie:S programs, mu.seu~ services, and arts and artifacts indemnifi· 
cat10n. The a1:1thonzation levels for 1991 are stated in the bill. The 
1992-1995 estim~ted levels of ~uthorization are the 1991 levels in· 
creased for p_roJected annual inflation, except for the American 
Arts Celebrat10n authorization, which is stated for 1991-1995. Esti· 
mated outlays as~ume. full appropriation of the amounts authorized 
and assume continuation i;if the current spending patterns. The bill 
proposes a sa.lary re~uct1on for the Director of the Institute of 
Museum Services, which would result in a cost savings of an esti· 
mated $18,000 for 1991. 
T~is bill ~s? amends the Arts and Artifacts Indemnity Act. The 
maximum limits of coverage for agreements entered into by the 
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Council are currently $1.2 billion in total and $125 million for a 
single exhibit. This amendment would raise the current limit for 
the aggregate maximum amount of coverage to $5 billion, increas· 
ing the potential liability to the government by $3.8 billion. It is 
not known if, or when, any of the $3.8 billion would need to be 
funded. Since its enactment only two claims have ever been filed. 
The most recent claim was made in 1989 and was for $4,700. While 
there could be increased costs to the federal government, CBO has 
no basis on which to make a precise estimate. 
6. Estimated cost to State and local government: The federal 
share of grants and agreements entered into for the purpose of en· 
couraging and developing arts education cannot exceed 50 percent 
of the cost of the activity for which the grant is made. State and 
local governments, or private entities would assume the remaining 
cost of the activity. 
7. Estimate comparison: None. 
8. Previous CBO estimate: CBO prepared a cost estimate for H.R. 
4825, which also amended the National Foundation of the Arts and 
Humanities Act of 1965, for the House Committee on Education 
and Labor on June 25, 1990. 
9. Estimate prepared by: Diane Celuch. 
10. Estimate approved by: C.G. Nuckols for James L. Blum, As· 
sistant Director for Budget Analysis. 
XI. SECTION·BY·SECTION ANALYSIS 
ARTS, HUMANITIES, AND MUSEUMS AMENDMENTS OF 1990 
A BILL To amend the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 
1965, as amended (20 U.S.C. 951 et. seq.), and for other purposes 
Title I: National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities 
Section 101 
Section 101(1) of the bill amends the definition of "the arts" in 
section 3(a) of the National Foundation on the Arts and the Hu· 
manities Act of 1965, hereafter referred to as "Act", to recognize 
explicitly the inclusion of the traditional arts as practiced through· 
out the country within that term. 
Section 101(2) of the bill amends the definition of the term 
"project" in section 3(d) of the Act to underscore that programs 
which enhance public knowledge and understanding of the arts 
should be available to all peoples throughout the nation. 
Section 101(3) of the bill changes the internal section references 
of section 3(d) of the Act to the Code section numbers and amends 
the definition of "project" in section 3(d) of the Act so that a Na-
tional Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) preservation project 
could use grant funds for renovation and construction purposes. 
Currently, NEH may fund renovation and construction activities 
only with challenge grant funds. 
Section 101(4) of the bill defines "local arts agency" as a commu· 
nity organization or an agency of local government which provides 
support and services for a variety of arts organizations or artists. 
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Section 102 
Section 102(1) of the bill makes several changes to section 5(c) of 
the Act. Paragraph (2) is amended to recognize that excellence is 
embodied in the artistic standards applicable to the traditional 
arts. Paragraph (5) is amended to reference education explicitly 
among the types of arts projects which may be supported. New 
paragraphs (8) and (9) are added: the former describing authority to 
provide organizational and managerial assistance to arts organiza· 
tions; the latter recognizing the authority of the National Endow· 
ment for the Arts (NEA) to support international arts activities. 
Paragraph (9) conforms the NEA's basic grant-making authority to 
that of the NEH, which was amended for this purpose in 1985. 
Section 102(2) of the bill revises certain reporting requirements 
for state arts agencies as outlined in section 5(gX2XE) of the Act. 
Currently, state arts agencies are required by the Act to provide 
information annually on their activities over the preceding two 
years. The bill requires this information to be reported annually 
only for the most recent preceding year for which information is 
available. The bill changes the requirement of reporting this infor· 
mation from the preceding two years to only the preceding year be-
cause elsewhere, the state has already agreed to provide annual re-
ports. This method was decided upon after a costly and intense 
study undertaken with the state arts agencies to create an annual 
information collection system. The change would also prevent the 
undesirable effect of receiving duplicative information. The bill 
also increases the scope of the reporting requirement to include all 
projects funded by the arts agencies. This change also makes the 
requirement more compatible with existing state information. 
Section 102(3) of the bill amends the NEA Challenge Grant pro-
gram authority as outlined in section 5(1)(1) of the Act to include a 
new emphasis for the use of Challenge grants: stimulating artistic 
activity and awareness with respect to the varied cultural tradi· 
tions throughout the nation. 
Section 102(4) of the bill strikes out the requirement in section 
5(m) of the Act that a "national information and data collection" 
system be developed by NEA and inserts a requirement that such a 
system be employed. This change is being made because the system 
has already been developed pursuant to the requirements of the 
1985 reauthorization. The provision that a plan be submitted to 
Congress within one year of the effective date of the 1985 Act has 
been accomplished and, therefore, that provision is also being delet· 
ed. This section deletes the provision of the last sentence which 
currently provides that the state of the arts report was to be sub-
mitted by October 1, 1988 and biennially thereafter. The report for 
1988 was submitted and a second one will be submitted in accord-
ance with the current law by October 1, 1990. The bill would re-
quire submission of the next report in 1992, and quadrennially 
thereafter. Generally, changes in the arts fields do not occur so 
rapidly as to warrant a full-scale report to the Congress and the 
President every two years. A four-year interval would provide more 
perspective and thus permit a more significant report. Develop-
ments that might occur between reports could be brought to the at-
tention of Congress through the NEA planning documents, Con· 
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gressional budget submissions and reports, or other appropriate 
formats. 
Section 103 
Section 103 of the bill amends section 6 of t?~ Act to incl~de 
local arts agency leaders as possible members eligible for selection 
to the National Council on the Arts. 
Section 104 
Section 104(1) of the bill amends the current statutory la~&'ua~e 
to provide that the National Endowment for t~~ ,,Humi;im~1es is 
being created. The current language states that a National En· 
dowment is being created. 
Section 104(2) of the bill amends the introductory paragraph. of 
section 7(c) of the Act to provide for the diff~rent means by which 
the NEH Chairperson may carry out the nine program areas set 
forth. The amendment specifically provides that "contracts, g~ants, 
loans and other forms of assistance" may be used by t~e Chairper-
son. The understanding has always been that the Chairperson has 
had such authority, even though such references only appea!· Ill 
paragraphs 2, 3, and 7 of ~ection 7(cJ o!' the Act. Con~ress ~rov1ded 
NEA with express authority to e~ter mto c~mtracts m l!Hi7 when 
Section 7(c) was amended to provid~ a~thonty to carry .o~t .a yr~­
gram of "contracts with or grants-m-aid to, groups or mdi-
viduals • • •" Because the general authority has been extended to 
all programs, reference to the particular methods, e"g., contracts, 
grants and loans, in paragraphs 2, 3, and 7 of Section 7(c) have 
been deleted. . 
Also, it amends Section 7(c) of the Act by .addmg ~ara~raph (10), 
which pertains to fostering interchange of mforn;ation m the hu-
manities, by adding to the Ch~irperson's authority to ~aster pro-
grams and projects which provide access and preserv~t10n of cer· 
tain materials. Refernece to "projects" allows preservation funds to 
be used for renovation and construction. . . . 
Section 104(3) of the bill makes a tec~mcal corr~ction m, the term 
used in section 7(d) of the Act to describe the Chairpersons respon-
sibility for coordinating NEH's programs with other federal pro· 
grams. h Section 104(4XA) of the bill specifies that whenever~ State c .o?s-
es to establish a State agency to administe~ ~he State .s hu1!1an.1t1~s 
plan that State must designate the humamt1es council which is m exis~nce on the date the State agency is established as the S~ate 
agency. The curr~n.t statuto~y l~~gua~e in section 7(f)(2)(A) requires 
only that humanities councils m existence on the date. ~f the en-
actment of the Arts and Humanities Act of 1985" a~e eligible to be 
designated the sole State agency. Such groups might no longer 
exist. . t' · Section 104(4XB-C) of the bill revises certam repor mg reqmre-
ments for state humanities agencies, even thoug?. there a~e n_o 
such agencies at this time. Currently, stat~ humam~ies agencies, if 
any existed, would be. required to .P.rovide certam data on a,n 
annual basis under section 7(f)(2)(A)(vm) (I) and (II) of t~e. Ac~. This 
requirement in current law relates to the level of particip~tion by 
scholars and scholarly organizations and the extent to which pro-
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gram~ are available to all people and communities in a given state 
The bil.l changes the reporting requirements for these data from in: 
for~at10n ~or the preceding two years to the precedin ear for 
which the information is available. With this change i;fJrmation 
from only th~ preceding yea.r is n~essa:Y· Annual re~rting of this 
type of data 1s more compatible With exISting state information sys-
tems. 
Secti.on 104(4XD-E) of the bill makes the same reporting chan es 
t? sect10n 7(~3)(J) (i) and (ii) of the Act for state humanities co~n· 
c1ls or committees as was provided for in Section 103(4XB-C) 'th respec~ to state humanities agencies. WI 
Section 104(!!') of the bill alters the allocation formula such that 
the NEH Chairperson would receive 25 percent as opposed to 34 
percent of the excess State humanities program funds 53 percent 
would be allo.tt~d in equal amounts among the States' and the 22 
percen.t remaining would be distributed on the basis of population 
Section 104(5) of the bill is amended to delete the date by which 
the Secretary of Labor was to prescribe standards The deadline 
has ~een met az:id the deletion does not affect the Secretary's au· 
thont.)'. to prescribe standards, regulations, and procedures. 
Section 104(6) of the b.il.l correc!-8 the name of the National En-
dowmi:;nt for the Humanities as mISstated in section 7(hX2)(B) 
?(:ection 104(7) of the bill strikes out the requirement in s~tion 
) of the Act that a "national information and data collection" 
system be developed by ~EH and ~nserts a requirement that such a 
system be employed. ThIS change IS being made because the system 
fas already been de.v~loped pursuant to the requirements of the 
~85. Act. The proVIS10n that a plan be submitted to Con ess w1th11~ one year of the effective date of the 1985 Act has bee~ ac· 
co~plIShed and, therefore, that provision is being deleted. The fore-
going are the ~ame being recommended for NEA in Section 
1~2(4XA) of the bill. The last sentence of Section 7(k) currently pr~ 
VIdes that the state of the humanities report was to be submitted 
by Octobe: 1, 1988 and biennially thereafter. The report for 1988 
w~ submitted and a second one will be submitted in accordance 
"'.1th current law by October 1, 1990. The bill would require submis-
s10n of the next. report in 1992, and quadrennially thereafter Gen· 
erally, changes in the humanities field do not occur so rapidly as to 
warrant a full-scale. report to ,the Congress and President every two 
Y.ears. A four-year interval would probably provide more perspec· 
tr~·e and thus permit a more significant report. Developments that 
might occur between reports could be brought to the attention of 
Congi:es~ through NEH planning documents, Congressional budget 
subm~s10ns and reports ?r other appropriate formats. 
Seqtion 104(8) of the bill repeals subsection 7(1) of the Act which 
required that a plan be submitted by NEH to the Equal Em lo . 
ment Opportunity Commission by January 31, 1986. Such a r!po~ 
was presen~ to EE~ by the date indicated, fulfilling the require-
ments of th!ll subsect10n; NEH continues to be in compliance with 
EEC>q reqmrements w~ch no longer include submission of goals 
and trmetables for agencies with less than 500 employees 
In ,P~ace of the fo~egoing provision which has been del~ted, a new 
proVIS10n ~as been mserted to require that a group applicant must 
meet certain statutory tests in order to qualify as a non-profit orga· 
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nization. This new provision is the same as the one found. in S~c­
tion 5(f) of the Act and is being added to be in conformity with 
NEA's provision. A new subsection (m) has been added to Section 7 of the Act to 
provide express authority to the Chairperson, with the advice of 
the National Council on the Humanities, to make an annual 
$10,000 award to the Jefferson Lecturer and up to five $5,000 
awards to persons selected to be recipients of the Charles Frankel 
Prize. These awards have been given in the past by NEH with the 
knowledge and implicit approval of Con~ess. The NE~ has ~he Na-
tional Medal of Arts award program which was established m 1983. 
Any group receiving a grant from the NEH may award grants 
(subgrants) to carry out the purposes for which the grant was re-
ceived. 
Section 105 
Section 105 of the bill repeals subsection 9(d) of the Act. Sec~i~m 
9(d) required the Federal Council on the Arts and the Hu~amt1es 
to undertake a study pertaining to museums and the Institute of 
Museum Services. A report based on this study was presented to 
Congress in February 1988, thereby fulfilling the requirement of 
this subsection. The Federal Council is now required to conduct a study of the 
nature and level of public support for arts at the Federal, State, 
and local level, to be completed within one year of enactment. 
Section 105 of the bill alters the list of members of the Federal 
Council on the Arts to exclude the commissioner on aging, a 
member designated by the United States Information Agency, a 
member designated by the Secretary of the Inti:;rior, and t~e ch~ir­
man of the Senate Commission on Art and Antiques, and msertmg 
the Director of the USIA, the Director of the National Park Serv-
ice, and the President Pro Tempore of the Senate. 
Section 106 
Section 106 of the bill adds a new Section 10 ''Arts Education", 
with the purpose of encouraging and ~eveloI?ing .quality arts e~uca­
tion at all formal grade levels and mclu~mg mforma~ multi-age 
level educational programs. It also authorizes the Chairperson of 
the NEA to pay the Federal share of awarding grants and enteri_ng 
into contracts with schools, groups, and individuals concerned with 
the arts in education. The Federal share may not exceed 50 per::cnt 
of the ccst. Funcis may be i.;sed to enco1:rnF-;e public knowlt-dge f,r,d 
development of artists through partnerships between local . and 
State arts and education agencies, businesses, colleges, an~ llmver-
sities. Funds would assist artists and teachers of the arts m career 
development; improve evaluation and assessment of arts education 
programs; support art residencies, technology, and rese~rch. . 
This section also establishes a National Arts Educat10n Advisory 
Board consisting of 15 members appointed by t~e Chairperson of 
the NEA. The board is to be broadly representative of the field ?f 
arts education. Two members are to be from the general public 
who are knowledgeable in arts education, and not less than one 
who is a parent of a school age child involved in arts education. 
Members should represent various geographical regions of the U.S. 
S. Rept. 101-472 - 90 - ~ 
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The Chairperson of the NEA may appoint to the Board no more 
than 3 members from any State. There should be equitable repre-
sentation of women, minorities, and persons with disabilities. The 
basic term of office will be 5 years, with 3 to serve 5 years, 3 for 4 
years, 3 for 3 years, 3 for 2 years, and 3 to serve one year. Any 
member who has been on the Board for 7 consecutive years will be 
ineligible during the 3 year period following the expiration. The 
Chairperson of the Board shall be designated by the Chairperson of 
the NEA from among the appointed members. The Board shall 
meet not less than four times a year. Eight members constitute a 
quorum. Board members are allowed travel expenses including per 
diem. The duties of the Board include coordination of activities to 
encourage and develop quality arts education in conjunction with 
elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education; to stimulate 
research to teach quality arts education; and to encourage other 
Federal and State agencies in the area of arts education. 
Section 107 
Sec:tion 107(1) of the bill alters the reference to the U.S. Code 
from section 529 to section 3324, as per changes in the Code. The 
bill further amends the unnumbered paragraph following para· 
5Taph (8) of section lO(a) of the Act by making it new paragraph 
(b). The bill further amends said unnumbered paragraph as para· 
graphs (c) and (d), at the places where mention is made of the selec-
tion of panels of experts and their duties. These new subsections 
were created because they did not relate to the preceding para-
graph (8) and dealt with separate subject matters. By virtue of 
adding these two new subsections, the subsequent subsections (b), 
(c), and (d) have been redesignated as (e), (f), and (g). Two subsec-
tions have been deleted. Subsection (e) required a joint study of 
arts and humanities education to be conducted by the two Endow-
ments and the Secretary of Education. The study was completed 
and the report made to the various committees of Congress by the 
date indicated, thereby fulfilling the requirements of this subsec-
tion. Subsection (f) required the two Endowments to submit reports 
to Congress detailing the procedures used in selecting experts for 
appointment to panels and the procedures used by the panels in 
making recommendations for funding applications. Both studies 
were completed and submitted to Congress. 
This section also outlines the Chairperson's functions for both 
the NEA and NEH as the prescription of regulations; receipt of 
money and property donated, bequeathed, devised; utilization of ex-
perts and consultants; and abiding by civil service laws. 
The Chairperson of the NEA is required to ensure that each 
panel of experts has wide geographic, aesthetic, ethnic, and minori-
ty representation by (1) creating an agencywide panelist bank in· 
eluding knowledgeable laypersons and insuring where feasible that 
they serve on panels, (2) requiring site visits on applicants, (3) re-
qui:-!ng that a verbatim record of panel deliberations and recom-
mendations be kept, (4) requiring that the membership of each 
panel change substantially from year to year, with no appointment 
to a panel to exceed three years, and (5) requiring all meetings of 
the National Council on the Arts be open to the public. 
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The Inspector General of the NEA i~ requi~ed to cond.uct appro-
priate reviews to ensure grantee compliance with regulations. 
This section also imposes sanctions when N~A fun~s ~re used to 
create, produce or support a project or product101'. which. is. found .to 
be obscene or to violate child pornography laws m a .cnmmal tn~l 
(and all appeals of the conviction are exhausted) m. a st~te m 
which the project was produced or. which was described m the 
grant application as a site for the pro1ect. . 
Sanctions include repayment of the NEA fundl" which supported 
the work found to violate obscenity or ch.ild pornograph.Y lav:s. In 
addition a defendant or defendants conv1cte~ m the tnal will be 
debarred from receiving additional NEA fund11'.g for at leas.t three 
years or until the funds are repaid-:-whichever ts longer. Failure to 
repay the amount due would result m permanent deb':lrment., 
The Chairperson of the NEA shall develop regulat10ns to imple-
ment these sanctions. 
Section 108 
Section J08(1XAJ of the bill provides for a fiv~· ye~1r authoriwtion 
of definite program appropriations for NEA, !or fiscal years I \)\JI 
through 1995. It authorizes $125.800,000 for. fiscal_ year l!JUl, and 
s'Jch funds as may be necessary fo~ the remw_nmg I iscal year~; . 
Section J08(1)(BJ of the bill provides for a hve year authonzatwn 
of definite program appropriations for NEH, for fiscal years 1991 
through 1995. It authorizes $119,900,000 fo~ 0scal year 1991, and 
such sums as may be necessary fo~ the ren;ammg fiscal years. 
Section J 08(l)(CJ of the bill stnkes ~ec.tion l l(a)(l)(CJ of the Act 
which provided for a one-time appropnatwn of funds for fiscal year 
1977. h . t' f 0 Section J 08{1)(D) of the bill extends the aut onza ion o apl?r · 
priations for NEA's Treasury funds for five years. It authorizes 
$13,000,000 for fiscal year 1991, and such sums as may be necessary 
for the remaining fiscal years. . . 
Section J08(l)(E) of the bill extends the authorization of apl?ro-
priations for NEH's Treasury funds for five years. It authorizes 
$12,000,000 for fiscal year 1991, and such sums as may be necessary 
for the remaining years. . . 
Section J 08(1)(F') of the bill extends the authonzatwn_ of appr.~­
priations for NEA's Challenge Grant Program for hve years, 
through fiscal year 1995. It authorizes $15,000,000 for .fi~cal year 
1991, and such sums as may be necessary for the remammg fiscal 
years. NEIJ' '"h · t' · f · Section 108(f)(G) of the bill extends is auc onza :on ,; a1-· 
propriations for Challenee grants for five years, through f tscal yrnr 
1995. It authorizes $15,150,0UO fo'.· 0scal year 1991, a~d such sums 
as may be necessary for the remammg fiscal years. . , . 
Section J08(1)(H) of the bill deletes the requ~rement of sectwn 
ll(a)(3)(C) of the Act that if at the end of the nmth month of any 
fiscal year Challenge Grant funds cannot be used by one of the En-
dowments that Endowment shall transfer th.e unused fu~ds to the 
other Endowment. This provision has been 1:1 the law smce 1976 
when the Challenge program was first establ~shed !or the t':"'o En-
dowments but has never been used. At the mcept10n of this new 
program, there may have been the concern that Challenge grantees 
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might not be ~ble to meet the 3 to 1 matching requirements which 
would result m some of the appropriated funds not being used 
during the fiscal year. However, such a concern has not been borne 
out. Therefore, deletion of the transfer provision is consistent with 
the experience of the two Endowments and the independence they 
have as to all other programs. 
Section 108(2XAJ of the bill extends the authorization of appro-
priations for the administrative funds for the NEA by authorizing 
$21,200,000 for fiscal year 1991, and such sums as may be necessary 
for the remaining fiscal years. 
Se~t~on 1~8(2XBJ extends the authorization of appropriations for 
adm1mstrat1ve funds for NEH by authorizing $17,950,000 for fiscal 
year 1991, and such sums as may be necessary for the remaining 
fiscal years. It also restricts the $35,000 cap on the use of funds for 
reception and representation expenses only to appropriated funds. 
Funds reserved by NEH from other sources, such as gifts and be-
quests would not be subject to the $35,000 limitation. Rising costs 
relating to events that we propose to make statutory, such as the 
Jefferson Lecture and the Frankel Prize make this change advisa· 
ble. 
Section 108(3) of the bill amends section ll(d) (1) and (2) of the 
Act to extend the authorization of appropriations for the two En· 
dowments for five years and authorizes $195,250,000 for the Nation· 
al Endowment for the Arts and $165,000,000 for the National En· 
dowment for the Humanities for fiscal year 1991, and such sums as 
may be necessary for the remaining fiscal years. 
Section 108(4) of the bill authorizes $250,000 for the Federal 
Council on the Arts' initiatives in fiscal 1991, and such sums there-
after. 
. This section also provides that, in the event that total appropria· 
tions to the NEA exceed $175 million, $10 million is authorized for 
fiscal 1991 and such sums thereafter for arts education grants. 
Title II: Museum Services 
Section 201 
Section 201(1) of the bill amends section 204(a)(l)(A) of the Act to 
add "conservation" to the types of resources that are to be repre-
sented by the membership of the National Museum Services Board. 
This addition emphasizes the 'importance of conservation concerns 
to IM~ programs, the ~useum community and the general public. 
Section 201(2) of the bill changes the annual minimum number of 
meetings required for the National Museum Services Board from 
four as stated in section 204(dX1) of the Act to three. It conforms 
the authorizing legislation to actual practice, as approved annually 
by the Congress in appropriations acts. 
Section 202 
Section 202(1) of the bill removes the restriction on salary level of 
tl~e IMS Director as prescribed in section 205(a)(l) of the Act. The 
J?irector's compensation level is to be provided for in Chapter 53 of 
title 5 of the U.S. Code by the amendment contained in section 303 
of the bill. 
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Section 202(2) of the bill correci.:s a drafting error in section 
205(a)(2) of the Act, which refers to the "Chairperson" rather than 
the "Director." 
Section 203 
Section 203(1) of the bill changes the reference in section 20!i(aJUiJ 
of the Act to "artifacts and art objects" to "collec~ions." to symbol· 
ize the importance of conserving all types of materials m the collec-
tions of the various types of museums supported by IMS. Muse~ms 
eligible for IMS programs include, for example, zoos and botanical 
gardens, historic houses, and science and technology centers as well 
as art and other types of museums. . . 
Section 203(2) of the bill eliminates the two :estnctio~s on ~he 
funding of projects to strengthen museum services (se~twn 296(.b) 
(1), (2), (3), and (4) of the Act). First, it remove.s t~e prov1s1.ons limit-
ing funding to professional museum orgamzat10n.s. This . change 
would allow IMS to fund other types of orgamzat10ns which pro-
pose worthwhile projects. . . . .. 
Second, it removes the one-year hm1t on these. projects (s~ct1on 
206(b)(2)(A) of the Act). The limit prevents extending the ava1lab.1l-
ity of funding in cases where a project is delayed by unexpected cir-
cumstances and prevents high quality, ~enefic1al projects from 
being funded if they cannot be completed m o~e year. The follow-
ing provision is renumbered to reflect the deletion. 
Section 204 
Section 204(1) of the bill extends, for five years, the authorizabon 
of appropriations for all IMS progra.ms, .as well as the i:uthonza-
tion of appropriations to match contnbut10ns to IMS (sect10n 209 of 
the Act). The bill authorizes $24,000,000 for fiscal year 1991, and 
such sums as may be necessary for the remainmg fiscal years. 
Title III: Miscellaneous 
Section 301 
Section 301(1) of the bill amends section 5(b) of the Arts. and Arti-
facts Indemnities Act referred to as "Act" through section 301 of 
this section-by-section' analysis, by increas~n~ .the aggregate level of 
insurance available for international exh1b1tions under the. A~t i:t 
any one time to $5,000,000,000. The current statutory hm1t is 
$1,200,000,000. This increase is necessary to meet the demand for 
coverage under the ~c.t and to .m!ike. ~he benefits of ~he. Act :nore 
widely available. This increase is JUSt1hed by t!ie.contmuing e~cala· 
tion in art market values since the current h~ut .was esti:bhshed. 
The availability of this insurance is ~ey .to sta~ng international ex· 
hibitions. Since this program was instituted in 1975, there .have 
been only two valid claims totaling $10.4,000. Based on ~xperience 
under this Act, it is anticipated that this amendment will have no 
significant budgetary impact. . 
Section 301 (2) of the bill amends section 5(c) of. the Act .b~ .in· 
creasing the amount of insurance available for a sin~le .exh1b1tio.n 
to $500,000,000. The current limit is $125,0.00,000. rh1s increase lS 
necessary to provide adequate .co".'e~age of i_nt~rnational loa~s pro· 
tected by the Act. The higher hmit is a reahstic accommodation for 
i 
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the effects of the dramatic increase in the value of art objects since 
the current limit was established. Availability of this insurance is 
key to staging international exhibitions. Since this program was in· 
stituted in 1975 only two certified claims totaling $104,000 have 
been presented. Based on experience, it is anticipated that this 
amendment will have no significant budgetary impact. 
Section 301 (3) of the bill amends section 5(d) of the Act by 
amending the deductible amounts under indemnity agreements by 
adding layers of $50,000 (for exhibitions insured at $10 million but 
Jess than $125 million), $100,000 (for exhibitions insured at $125 
million but less than $300 million), and $200,000 (for exhibitions in· 
sured at $300 million or more). The current statutory limits are 
$15,000, $25,000, and $50,000, depending upon the value of the exhi· 
bition. The sliding scale formula used to determine the current 
limits should be applied to the increase in the per exhibition ceil· 
ing. The deductible layers protect the U.S. Treasury from multiple 
claims for minor losses or damage. This amendment would actually 
limit the budgetary impacts or claims against the Federal govern· 
ment by increasing the exposure of the exhibition organizer who 
would be responsible for arranging for additional insurance to 
cover the deductible amount. 
Section 302 
Section 302 of the bill repeals Title IV of the Arts, Humanities, 
and Museums Amendments of 1985 which directed the Comptroller 
General to conduct a study to determine the feasibility of establish-
ing a revolving fund comprised of payments made to the Federal 
government for right to use artistic and other works in the public 
domain with the funds to be used to supplement funding of the 
agencies under this Act. Work on the project was terminated after 
the Comptroller General's office consulted with members of Con· 
gress and determined that the study should not be pursued. 
Section 303 
Section 303 of the bill amends 5 U.S.C. 5315 to add the Director 
of the Institute of M11seum Services to level IV of the Executive 
Schedule for compensation purposes. Section 202(1) of the bill re-
moves the level V provision which was included on the enabling 
legislation. The Director's compensation level was set at level V 
when the agency's budget was $3 million and the Director reported 
to the Director of Health, Education, and Welfare. The budget and 
degree of responsibility have increased substantially in the last 
fourteen years. The budget is now $23 million and the Director re-
ports to the President. The level IV more appropriately reflects the 
Director's responsibilities and role as advocate for the Nation's mu· 
seums. 
Section 304 
Section 304 of the bill authorizes a series of regional celebrations 
through which Americans will see the interaction of art and de-
mocracy. These celebrations are to be multi-eultural to pay tribute 
to the diversity and creativity of the American artistic genius. $10 
million for FY 1991 and each year thereafter is authorized for this 
program. 
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Section 305 
Section 305 of the bill creates within the Design Arts Program of 
the NEA a "Landscape Design and Assessment" category to pr~· 
vide matching grants to assist States,. local governme.nt, and pri-
vate groups in identifying and preparing comprehensive plans to 
reorganize and to encourage the wise and appropriate future use of 
significant American landscapes. 
XII. REGULATORY IMPACT STATEMENT 
In accordance with paragraph 5(a) of rule XX~X of the Standing 
Rules of the Senate concerning the regulatory impact of the pro-
posed legislation, the Committee has determi~ed that there will be 
minimal increases in the regulatory burden imposed by the enact-
ment of S. 2724. 
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XIII. ADDITIONAL AND MINORITY VIEWS 
ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF MR. THURMOND 
I believe the e~tablishment of guidelines for the voluntary ac-
ceptance of pubhc funds, by duly elected representatives of the 
people of our Country, is neither censorship nor a violation of Con-
stitutionally guaranteed freedoms. In my opinion, it is part of our 
responsibility, as elected officials, to ensure that limited Federal 
funds are used appropriately. Until we address this matter head-
ort, I believe we will continue to see more and more discussion of 
the highly public, and sometimes controversial, matter of Federal 
funding of the National Endowment for the Arts. 
I voted in favor of S. 2724, the NEA reauthorization legislation, 
as reported by the Committee because it does take positive steps to 
strengthen NEA accountability. However, I continue to have con-
cerns with regard to grants given out by the National Endowment 
for the Arts. Last year, I supported provisions in the Interior Ap-
propriations' bill which placed restrictions on the NEA's grant-
making procedures. 
I also supported an amendment offered at mark-up on September 
12, 1990 by Senator Coats of Indiana. That amendment would have 
helped ensure that taxpayer dollars do not fund obscenity or porno-
graphic art work. It also protected against funding materials which 
have the "purpose or effect of attacking primary historically reli-
gious tenets, traditions, symbols or figures." I believe these pro-
posed provisions could serve as a reasonable check on the actions of 
the !'JEA, while also allowing funding for appropriate projects to 
contmue. Though the amendment was defeated, I believe it is 
squarely responsive to the people and represents a reasonable ap-
proach to this delicate matter. 
STROM THURMOND. 
(36) 
MINORITY VIEWS OF MR. COATS 
I approach the public debate over the reauthorization of the Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts as a supporter of its central mis-
sion. The highest callings of culture are not just Power, or Com-
merce, but Beauty as well. The Arts humanize the common day, 
providing enjoyment and refining insight. 
The NEA has given aid to many important institutions in my 
state of Indiana, including the Fort Wayne Philharmonic, the Indi-
ana Historical Society and the Indianapolis Art Museum. I have 
been pleased to support federal funding for such worthwhile 
projects which make a significant and important contribution to 
the cultural life of the Nation. 
I believe the National Endowment for the Arts, like the National 
Endowment for the Humanities and the Institute of Museum Serv-
ices, can and should play an important role in promoting an appre-
ciation and understanding of the Arts in American life. So I am 
pleased that S. 2724, as amended, broadens panel membership to 
include knowledgeable members of the public, expands participa-
tion in the review process and strengthens the Endowment's role in 
arts education. 
All this is welcome and needed. But the substitute offered by 
Senators Pell, Hatch et al. fails at one vital point. And that failure 
threatens to engulf the NEA in continued controversy and further 
erode the public support it enjoys. 
The issue before the Congress is not the First Amendment rights 
of artists or the constitutionality of government censorship, but 
whether taxpayer money should be spent on projects which may be 
obscene, may promote child pornography or attack the religious be-
liefs of a majority of the American public. The Pell-Hatch substi-
tute fails to adequately address this issue, in my opinion. 
I have been, and remain, a friend of the Endowment. But this is 
precisely the reason I have been stung by the destructive abuse of 
their public trust by a small, unaccountable artistic elite. 
I have been deeply offended by exhibitions and performances, 
supported with public funds, that have showcased bizarre perver-
sions, highlighted the sexual exploitation of children and set out to 
purposely defile sacred religious symbols. I share the outrage felt 
by the vast majority of my constituents when they see their taxes 
spent to violate their most deeply held moral and religious convic-
tions. 
These have been, admittedly, a small percentage of grants by the 
NEA. But this is not an issue of economics. Americans are offended 
because they were intended to be offended. Their wounds were 
salted by contempt and blasphemy. The limited number of in-
stances simply means the problem should be more easily solved. 
Yet the Pell-Hatch substitute, though well intentioned, does not 
reach to the root of this difficulty. Since it provides no guidelines to 
(37) 
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the NEA before an offensive work is displayed its restrictions 
come too lat~ .. The damage is done. The Pell-Hatc'h substitute will 
allo":' a repe~1t10n o~ the funding scandals which have inflamed the 
public and Jeopar?1zed the Endowment. And with each new ob-
scene, ~orn.ograph1c or. blasphemous display, it will be more diffi-
cult to JUst~fy art. fundmg while families, children and the elderly 
have more 1mmed1ate needs. 
The Cong:ess, I believe, should go beyond the Pell-Hatch substi-
tute to f~h1on a r~asonable, workable remedy that will prevent us 
from bemg ~mbr?iled in divisive debates over the future of the 
NEA-eve::i its existence. And that is exactly what I have attempt-
ed to ~o with my amendment to S. 2724. 
Unlike the Pell-Hatch substitute which seeks restrictions after 
the fact, my a.mei:dment would provide guidelines to the NEA 
before a work 1s displayed. The reasonable standards I have pro-P.o~ed wo\11? then allow the NEA to make more thoughtful and sen-
s1t1ve dec1s10ns on how tax money will be spent. 
I do not propose ~o cut off, or .cut back, funding for the NEA. I 
am also not suggestmg that fundmg responsibilities be turned over 
to the States, as s<;>me have proposed. But I am saying that the Con-
gres~ should provide standards for the NEA to follow in its grant-
mak1ng process, so that it will avoid awarding funds for works that 
are obs~en~, pornographic, or offensive to religion. By providing 
such gu1delmes, I do not propose that the Congress act, or compel 
the NEA to act, as censo.rs. But I am convinced that eince the NEA 
has been entrusted with taxpayer dollars, the public should 
demand, .and the Con&Tess should reasonably expect, that the 
agency will meet certam standards of responsibility in spending 
those funds. In fact, I do not k~o_w of a single federal grant pro-
gram that does not have precond1t10ns as to how its money is to be 
spent. 
The. Coats a!llendment would provide three guidelines for the 
N1 E.J\ m awar~mg grants, the finding of any of which would be a egi~1mate basis for the denial of assistance: 
First, that the average person, applying contemporary communi-
ty standards, .would find. that the materials, taken as a whole, ~ppeal to prurient s~xual mterest; the materials depict or describe, 
m a pa~ent~y offensive way, sexual conduct, as specifically defined 
by .apph~abie State. la_w; an? .the materials, taken as a whole, lack 
serious literary, artistic, poht1ca~ or scientific value. This is the cur-
:ent legal standard ?f obscenity, as defined by the Supreme Court 
m Miller v. California. 
.Second, that the materi8:ls involve the sexual exploitation of 
mmors, or e~~loy, use, entice, or coerce any minor to engage in 
sex1:1al.ly explicit conduct for the purpose of producing any visual 
dep1ct10n o~ t?~ condu~t. This language is based on the federal stat-2i~B: proh1b1t10n agamst child pornography (see U.S.C. 18, Sec. 
',l'hird, t~at t.he materials have the purpose or effect of attacking 
primary ?1storically religious traditions, tenets, symbols, or figures. 
. T.here is no statute or case law on blasphemy which defines the 
hm1ts of federa~ support for works that denigrate religious beliefs 
tenets or the objects of a particular religion. But I believe it is clea~ 
that the Federal government should not provide funding for activi-
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ties that either promotes the establishment of religion or deliber-
ately attacks religion. We cannot ignore the fact that the NEA has 
funded a number of controversial projects that have offended 
people of diverse religious convictions and have deliberately at-
tacked religious traditions, tenets, symbols or figures. 
Obviously the NEA, in applying the proposed guidelines, will 
have to consider a number of factors in deciding whether the grant 
proposal it reviews will meet the criteria set forth in the Coats 
amendment. The agency may have to consider where the work is to 
be created, where it is to be shown or performed, the grantee's his-
tory and prior works, the project's purpose and description, and so 
forth. NEA counsel may have to consult with state and local law-
yers to determine local obscenity standards. The panel may even 
have to use some common sense in deciding what should be funded 
and what should not. But that should be part of the review process 
that the Pell-Hatch substitute seeks to reform. 
My goal is simple. The Congress should require that the Endow-
ment apply some standards when it decides how it will use public 
funds. My amendment would provide reasonable guidelines before 
those funds are used, not after the damage has been done. It makes 
no sense to propose, as the Pell-Hatch substitute does, that the tax-
payers, to obtain satisfaction, should have to rely on someone to 
incur the expense of hiring an attorney and filing a lawsuit-then 
waiting on a final court determination that the work is obscene or 
pornographic. What happens during lengthy appeals? Can the 
grantee apply for additional funds? There is apparently nothing in 
the Pell-Hatch substitute to prevent the NEA from awarding more 
grants to the same artist to produce other ob)ectionable works. 
It has been argued that the restrictions Ive outlined would vio-
late the First Amendment rights of artists and set up the Congress 
as a censor. But that contention, with due respect, is simply false 
to the facts. 
The Congress has no role as art critic. And it certainly has no 
role as censor. But it does have, as its primary and defining pur-
pose, the role of determining if public funds are spent in the public 
interest. That is the substance of this debate-not the meaning of 
art or the limits of censorship, but the distribution of public funds. 
As an article in the Washington Post put it, "Americans make dis-
tinctions between what they will tolerate and what they will subsi-
d. " ize. 
Opponents talk of artistic freedom. But this amendment doesn't 
tell anyone what to do, just whose money they can use. The issue 
here is not artistic freedom. It is the use of public funds. And I can 
muster little patience for those who imagine tht artistic freedom is 
identical to feeding at the public trough. 
I do not deny any artist the right to create anything he wants to 
create on his own. I do contend that the Congress has both the 
right and the responsibility to set conditions and minimum stand-
ards for the use of public funds. Unfortunately the NEA has shown 
an unwillingness or an inability to decide appropriate uses for 
those funds on numerous occasions. 
To call the standards I have proposed oppressive, I believe is to 
betray extremism. For they are simply a timid minimum-the 
barest of common sense restrictions. 
I 
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In the conflict over the NEA we are deb8ting whether taxpayers 
cai: ?e comp~lled to gi~e money then used to defile the moral and 
religious beliefs by which they order their lives. We are debating 
whether public funds can be taken from men and women and then 
used to vandalize their values. 
I believe the answer should and must be "no." 
Congress, by the demands of an angry public and according to 
the ~emands of our own convictions, must put an end to federal 
fundi~g for these works of deformed imagination and calloused 
conscience. The Pell-Hatch substitute will not do the job. As Sena-
to.r Thurmond observed, the cause of federal support for the arts 
will not be advanced by continuing down this path. 
In the absence of .s?me standard-in the absence of responsible 
rules .and accountab1~1ty-the Endowment itself will be called into 
quest10n. And we will have thrown away lightly an institution 
worth defending. 
DAN CoATS. 
XN. CHANGES IN Ex!sTING LAw 
In compliance with rule XXVI paragraph 12 of the Standing 
Rules of the Senate, the following provides a print of the statute or 
the part or section thereof to be amended or replaced (existing law 
proposed to be omitted is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is 
printed in italic, existing law in which no change is proposed is 
shown in roman): 
NATIONAL FOUNDATION ON THE ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES ACT OF 
1965 
• • 
DEFINmONS 
SEc. 3. As used in this subchapter-(a) • 
• • 
•• 
• 
(b) The term "the arts" includes, but is not limited to, music (in-
strumental and vocal), dance, drama, folk art, creative writing, ar-
chitecture and allied fields, painting, sculpture, photography, 
graphic and craft arts, industrial design, costume and fashion 
design, motion pictures, television, radio, tape and sound recording, 
the arts related to the presentation, performance, execution, and 
exhibition of such major art forms, the traditional arts practiced by 
the diverse peoples of the United States, and the study and applica-
tion of the arts to the human environment. 
• • • • 
(d) The term "project" means programs organized to carry out 
the purposes of this subchapter, including programs to foster 
American artistic creativity, to commission works of art, to create 
opportunities for individuals to develop artistic talents when car-
ried on as a part of a program otherwise included in this definition, 
and to develop and enhance the widest public knowledge and un-
derstanding of the arts, and includes, where appropriate, rental or 
purchase of facilities, purchase or rental of land, and acquisition of 
equipment. Such term also includes-
• • 
(2) for purposes of sections 954(1), 7(cX10), and' 956(h) of this 
title only, the construction of facilities if (A) such construction 
is for demonstration purposes or under unusual circumstances 
where there is no other manner in which to accomplish an ar-
tistic or humanistic purpose, and (B) two-thirds of the members 
of the National Council on the Arts and the National Council 
on the Humanities, as the case may be, (who are present and 
(41) 
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voting) approve of the grant or contract involving an expendi-
ture for such purpose. 
(h) The term "local arts agency" means a community organization 
or an agency of local government which primarily provides finan-
cial support, services, or other programs for a variety of arts organi· 
zations or individual artists. 
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS 
SEc. 5. (a) ESTABLISHMENT.-
(c) PROGRAM OF CONTRACTS, GRANTS-IN-Am, OR LoANS TO GROUPS 
AND INDIVIDUALS FOR PROJECTS AND PRODUCTIONS; TRADITIONALLY 
UNDERREPRESENTED RECIPIENTS OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.-
(2) projects and productions, meeting professional standards 
or standards of authenticity or tradition, irrespective of origin, 
which are of significant merit and which, without such assist-
ance, would otherwise be unavailable to our citizens for geo-
graphic or economic reasons; 
(5) projects and productions that will encourage public 
knowledge, education, understanding, and appreciation of the 
arts; 
(7) programs for the arts at the local level; [and] 
(8) projects that enhance managerial and organizational 
skills and capabilities; 
(9) international projects and productions in the arts; and 
[(8)] (10) other releva,nt projects, including surveys, re-
search, planning, and publications relating to the purposes of 
this subsection. 
In the case of publications under [clause (8)] paragraph (10) of 
this subsection such publications may be supported without regard 
for the provisions of section 501 of Title 44 only if the Chairperson 
consults with the Joint Committee on Printing of the Congress and 
the Chairperson submits to the Committee on Labor and Human 
Resources of the Senate and the Committee on Education and 
Labor of the House of Representatives a report justifying any ex-
emption from such section 501. Any loans made by the Chairperson 
under this subsection shall be made in accordance with terms and 
conditions approved by the Secetary of the Treasury. In selecting 
individuals and groups of exceptional talent as recipients of finan-
cial assistance to be provided under this subsection, the Chairper-
son shall give particular regard to artists and artistic groups that 
have traditionally been underrepresented. 
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(g) GRANTS TO STATES FOR PROJECTS AND PRODUCTIONS; APPLICA-
TIONS' TERMS AND CoNDITIONS OF STATE PLANS; MINIMUM ALLOT-ME~; EXCESS APPROPRIATIONS; CoST LIMITATIONS; GRANTS TO RE-
GIONAL GROUPS; NON-FEDERAL F'uNDING; DEFINITIONS.-(!) ••• 
(D) provides-
(i) assurances that thE'. State ~enc:y has held, after 
reasonable notice, pubhc meetmgs m tl~e ~tate .to 
allow all groups of artists, interested org~izat1ons, in-
cluding local arts agencies, and the pubhc to present 
views and make recommendations regarding the State 
plan; and 
(i) a description of the level of participation duri.ng 
[the previous 2 years] the most. recent ;:ea~ for wh.ich 
information is available by artists, artists. or.gamz!'l-
tions, local arts agencies, and arts orgi;tnizati.ons m 
projects and productions for Vl'.hich financial asslStance 
is provided under this subsection; . . 
[(ii) a description of the exte~t to Vl'.hich proJects 
and productions receiving financial assIBtance under 
this subsection are available to all people and commu-
nities in the State; and] . . . . 
(ii) for the most recent year for which mf~rmatio;i !$ 
available a description of the extent t~ which pro1ects 
and prod~ctions receiving financial assh)tance from the 
State arts agency are available to all people and com-
munities in the State; and 
• • • 
(I) PROGRAM OF CONTRACTS OR GRANTS-IN-AID TO PUBLIC AGEN· 
CIES AND PRIVATE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS; LIMITATION ON PAY· 
MENTS; AUTHORITY OF CHAIRPERSON.-(1) ••• 
• • • 
(iii) support of and model~ for regional, statew~de, or 
local organizations, including local arts agen_cies~ to 
provide technical assistance to cultural orgamzat10ns 
and institutions; 
(;) In car;ying out the program authorized by this subsec-
tion, the Chairperson of the National End~wmen.t for t~e Arts 
shall have the same authority as is establIBhed m section 5(c) 
and section [10] 11. 
• • • 
(E) stimulating greater cooperat~on amon~ cultural orga-
nizations and institutions especially desi~ed. to ser:ve 
better the communities in which such orgamzations or m-
stitutions are located; [and] 
j, 
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(F) fostering greater citizen involvement in planning the 
cultural. development of a community[.]; and 
. (G) s~imul0:ting artistic activity and awareness that are 
in keeping with the varied cultural traditions of the United 
States. 
(m) NATIONAL INFORMATION AND DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM ON 
THE ARTS, ARTISTS AND ART GROUPS, AND AUDIENCES; DEVELOPMENT 
AND. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN; STATE OF THE ARTS REPORTS.-The 
Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts shall in con-
sultation wi~h ~tate and [local agencies] local arts agencies, rele-
vant orgamza~10ns, and relevant Federal agencies, [develop] 
employ a practical system of national information and data collec-
tion on the arts, artists and arts groups, and their audiences. Such 
sys~em shall include artistic and financial trends in the various ar-
tistic f!elds, tre~ds in audience participation, and trends in arts 
educ~t10n on !1at10nal •. regional, and State levels. Such system shall 
als~ include information regarding the availability of the arts to 
vanous audience segments, including rural communities. [Not 
later ~han one year after December 20, 1985, the Chairperson shall 
submit to the Committee on Education and Labor of the House of 
Representatives and the Committee on Labor and Human Re-
s?urces of the Senate a plan for the development and implementa· 
hon of such sys~~m, including a recommendation regarding the 
need for any add1t10nal funds to be appropriated to develop and im-
plement such system.] Such system shall be used, along with a 
summar:y of t~e data submitted with State plans under subsection 
(g) o~ this secti~n, to prepare a periodic report on the state of the 
art~ i~ the Nat10n. T~e state of the arts report shall include a de-
scnpti?n of the availability of the Endowment's programs to 
emerging, ru~~l, and culturally diverse artists, arts organizations, 
a.nd commumties an.d. of the participation by such artists, organiza-
tions, and communities in such programs. The state of the arts 
repo:t shall be submitted to the President and the Congress, and 
provided to the States, [not later than October 1, 1988, and bienni-
ally thereafter] not later than October 1, 1992, and quadrennially 
thereafter. 
(n)(l) In addition to the other authorities provided in this section 
the Chairper_son of the National Endowment for the Arts shall 
make matching grants to States under paragraph (2) of this subsec· 
tion for Statewid~ landscape assessments and to States, local gov· 
ernments, a.nd private groups under paragraph (3) for individual 
comprehensive landscape plans. All grants under this subsection 
shall be on a competitive basis. No grant under this subsection shall 
cove: :nore t~an 50 percent of the costs of any assessment or plan 
receiving assistance under this subsection. 
(2~ Each Statewide lc;indscape as~essment funded under this sub-
section shal~ systematically identify, evaluate, and comparatively 
as~ess a variety ~f landscape values to the public, including a de-
ta.iled,. comparative assessment of nationally significant natural, 
historic, cultural, and aesthetic values. The assessment shall be car· 
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ried out utilizing a task force of public and private interests repre-
sentative of major landscape values and interests within the State. 
(3XA) Each comprehensive landscape plan funded under this sub· 
section shall develop a guide for achieving desired community rec-
ommendation for future landscape management with the area sub-
ject to the plan for one or more specific landscape areas that are 
threatened. Each plan under this paragraph shall meet each of the 
following criteria: (i) The area subject to the plan must have a recognized and 
definable boundary that is related to significant national or re-
gional cultural patterns, traditional land uses, or topographic 
features or any combination thereof 
(ii} The area subject to the plan must contain identifiable 
and nationally recognized cultural, historic, aesthetic, natural, 
or tourism features, or a combination of these that are signifi-
cant to the community and to the national citizenry. 
(iii) The landscape subject to the plan must be already man· 
aged or used in ways that reflect its value as a resource and 
provide a clear sense of the value of the resources of' the land· 
scape. (iv) A clear public benefit must be achieved from a coopera-
tive effort. (v) An organization, agency, or group of agencies or organiza-
tions must be in place, or must be established to organize and 
facilitate the cooperative planning effort. 
(vi) There must be State and local government and public 
support and involvement for and in the proposal. 
(viii) There must be a demonstrated need for the assistance 
such as a precipitating event or imminent threat in the area. 
(B) Each comprehensive landscape plan funded under this subec-
tion shall include a detailed, comparative assessment of historic, 
cultural, and aesthetic resource values. The plan shall be carried 
out utilizing a task force of public and private interests representa-
tive of major landscape values and interests. The plan shall include 
each of the following elements: 
(i) A statement of goals and policies to guide the future of the 
area. (ii) An assessment of the attitudes of landowners, and local 
officials toward present and future uses of the landscape area. 
(iii) An evaluation of the areas issues, concerns, and needs. 
(iv) An identification of local, State, and Federal government 
and private landowner responsibilities for encouraging the wise 
and appropriate future uses of the area and for carrying out the 
plan. 
(v) A public involvement plan. 
(vi) A financial strategy to identify sources of revenue and as-
sistance to help carry out the plan. (4) The Chairperson shall submit a report to the Congress at the 
end of each 2-year period following the enactment of this subsection 
setting forth the progress being made in meeting the goals and ob-
jectives of this subsection. (5) There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be 
necessary to carry out this subsection. 
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_ NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE ARTS 
SEC. 6. (b),f i --.-------
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(2) so as to include practicing artists, civic cultural leaders, 
local arls agency leaders, z:iembers of the museum profession, 
and others who &re professionally engaged in the arts; and 
(0 .The Council shall (1) advise the Chairperson with respect to 
pohc1es, pr?grams, c;ind procedures for carrying out the Chairper· 
son'.s funct1~ns,. duties, or responsibilities under this Act, and (2) 
review apphcat10ns for finanr:ial assistance under this Act and 
make recommendations th~reon to the Chairperson. The Chairper· 
son ~hall not approve. or disapprove any such application until the 
Chairperson has received the recommendation of the Council on 
such application, unless the Council fails to make a recommenda· 
~ion t~ereo.n within a reasonable time. In the case of an application 
mvolvmg $30,000 or less, the Chairperson may approve or disap-
prove suc.h request if ~uch action is taken pursuant to the terms of 
a del.egat10n of authority fron: the Council to the Chairperson, and 
p~ov1ded that each ~uch action by the Chairperson shall be re-
v1e~ed by the C<;mnc1l; Provided, That the terms of any such dele-
gat10n of authority shall not permit obligations for expenditure of 
funds under such delegation for any fiscal year which exceed an 
amount equal to 10 per centum of the sums appropriated for that 
f:scal year pursuant to sub-paragraph (A) of paragraph (1) of sec· 
tion [ll] 12(a). 
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES 
SEC. 7. (a) ESTABLISHMENT.-There is established within the 
Foundation [a National] the National Endowment for the Hu· 
manities. 
(c) FUNCTIONS OF THE ENDOWMENT; PUBLICATIONS; TRADITIONALLY 
UNDERREPRESENTED RECIPIENTS OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.-The 
Chairperson, with the advice of the National Council on the Hu· 
manities (hereinafter establish~d), is authorized to enter into ar· 
raneements, including contracts, grants, loans, and other forms of 
assistance, to-
(2) initiate and support research and programs to strengthen 
the research and teaching potential of the United States in the 
humanities by making arrangements [(including contracts, 
grants, loans, and other forms of assistance)] with individuala 
or groups to support such activities; and loans made by the En· 
dowment shall be made in accordance with terms and condi· 
tions approved by th~ Secretary of the Treasury; 
(3) award fellowships [and grants to institutions or individ· 
ua.ls for t~ai_n~ng and workshops in the humanities. Fellow· 
ships] to initiate and support training and workshops in tht 
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humanities by making arrangements with institutions or indi· 
viduals; fellowships awarded to individuals under the author-
ity may be for the purpose of study or research at appropriate 
nonprofit institutions selected by the recipient of such aid, for 
stated periods of time; 
(7) foster[, through grants or other arrangements with 
groups,] education in, and public understanding and apprecia-
tion of the humanities; 
(8) support the publication of scholarly works in the human-
ities; [and] 
(9) insure that the benefit of its programs will also be avail· 
able to our citizens where such programs would otherwise be 
unavailable due to geographic or economic reasons[.]; and 
(10) foster programs and projects that provide access to and 
preserve materials important to research, education, and public 
understanding of the humanities. 
• 
(d) CoRRELATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF ENDOWMENT PROGRAMS 
WITH 0rHER FEDERAL AND NON-FEDERAL PROGRAMs.-The Chair-
person shall [correlate] coordinate the programs of the National 
Endowment for the Humanities, insofar as practicable, with exist-
ing Federal programs, designated State humanities agencies and 
with those undertaken by other public agencies or private groups, 
and shall develop the programs of the Endowment with due regard 
to the contribution to the objectives of this subchapter which can 
be made by other Federal agencies under existing programs. 
• 
(f) GRANTS-IN-AID PROGRAMS; DESIGNATION OF STATE ADMINISTRA· 
TIVE AGENCY; MATCHING FuNDS; APPLICATIONS AND PLANS; ALLOT· 
MENTS; CosT LIMITATIONS; GRANTS TO REGIONAL GROUPS; NON-FED-
ERAL FuNDING; DEFINITIONS; SUSPENSION OF GRANTS; SINGLE ENTITY 
LlMITATlON.-
(1) • • • 
• 
(2XA) Whenever a State desires to designate or to provide for 
the establishment of a State agency as the sole agency for the 
administration of the State plan, such State shall designate 
[the humanities council in existence on December 20, 1985, as 
the State agency] as the State agency the humanities council 
in existence on the date of designation, and shall match from 
State funds a sum equal to 50 per centum of that portion of 
Federal financial assistance received by such State under this 
subsection which is described in the first sentence of para-
graph (4) relating to the minimum State grant, or 25 per 
centum of the total amount of Federal financial assistance re-
ceived by such State under this subsection, whichever is great-
er, for the fiscal year involved. In any State in which the State 
selects the option described in this subparagraph, the State 
shall submit, before the beginning of each fiscal year, an appli-
' t 
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cation for grants and accompany such application with a plan 
which the Chairperson finds-
(viiii contains-
(!) a description of the level of participation during 
the [previous two years] most recent year for which 
information is available by scholars and scholarly or· 
ganizations in .programs receiving financial assistance 
under this subsection; 
(II) for the most recent year for which information is 
available, a description of the extent to which the pro-
grams receiving financial assistance under this subsec· 
tion are available to all people and communities in the 
State; and 
(J) contains-
(i) a description of the level of participation during the 
[previous two years] most recent year for which informa· 
tion is available by scholars and scholarly organizations in 
programs receiving financial assistance under this subsec· 
tion; 
(ii) for the most recent year for which information is 
available, a description of the extent to which the pro-
grams receiving financial assistance under this subsection 
are available to all people and communities in the State; 
and 
(4) • • • 
(A) [34] 35 per centum of the amount of such excess for 
such fiscal year shall be available to the Chairperson for 
making grants under this subsection to States and regional 
groups and entities applying for such grants; 
(B) [ 44] 53 per centum of the amount of such excess for 
such fiscal year shall be allotted in equal amounts among 
the States and grant recipients which have plans approved 
by the Chairperson; and . 
(g) PAYMENT OF PERFORMERS AND SUPPORTING PERSONNEL; STAND-
ARDS, REGULATIONS, AND PROCEDURES.-It shall be a condition of 
the receipt of any grant under this section that the group, individ· 
ual, or State agency or entity receiving such grant furnish ade-
quate assurances to the Secretary of Labor that (1) all professional 
performers and related or supporting professional personnel em· 
ployed on projects or productions which are financed in whole or in 
part under this section will be paid, without subsequent deduction 
or rebate on any account, not less than the minimum compensation 
as determined by the Secretary of Labor to be the prevailing mini· 
mum compensation for persons employed in similar activities; and 
(2) no part of any project or production which is financed in whole 
or in part under this section will be performed or engaged in under 
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working conditions which are unsanitary or hazardous or ~anger­
ous to the health and safety of the employees engaged m ~uch 
project or production. Compliance with the safety and sam.tary 
laws of the State in which the performance or part thereof is to 
take place shall be prima facie evidence of co~pliance. The Secre-
tary of Labor shall prescribe standards, regulations, and procedures 
necessary to carry out this subsection [not later than 180 days 
after December 20, 1985]. 
(h) PROGRAM OF CoNTRACTS OR GRANTS·IN-AID TO PUBLIC AGEN· 
CIES AND PRIVATE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, LIMITATION ON PAY· 
MENTS.-
(1) ••• 
(B) The Chairperson, with the advice of the Co~ncil, may 
waive all or part of the requirem~nt of matching funds 
provided in subparagraph (A) of this paragraph, but only 
for the purposes described in c.lause (F) .of ?aragraph (1), 
whenever he determines that highly mentonous proposals 
for grants and contracts under such clause, could not oth-
erwise be supported from non-Federal sources or from Fed-
eral sources other than funds authorized by section [ll] 
12(aX3), unless such matching requirement is waived. Buch 
waiver may not exceed 15 per centu~ of the amoun~ ap-
propriated by any fiscal year and available to the National 
[Endowment on] Endowment for the Humanities for the 
purpose of this sUbsection. 
• • • • 
(3) In carrying out the progra!Il authorized by this subsec-
tion, the Chairperson of the Nation~! End?wment .for t~e Hu-
manities shall have the same authority as is established m sec-
tion 7(c) and section [10] 11. 
• 
(k) NATIONAL INFORMATION AND DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM ON 
HUMANITIES, ScHOLARS, EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL GROUPS, AND 
AUDIENCF.S" DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN; STATE OF 
THE Hu~ITIF.S REPORTS.-The Chairperson of the Nati?nal ~n­
dowment for the Humanities shall, in ongoi!Zg ~onsultation with 
State and local agencies, other relevB?t organ~ations, and relevant 
Federal [agencies, develop] a~encie~, contin!"e to develop and 
employ a practical system of national .mforma~ion and data cullec-
tion and public disemination of such information and data on t~e 
humanities scholars educational and cultural groups, and their 
audiences. Such sysu;m shall include cul~ural a!ld financi~l. tre?ds 
in the various humanities fields, trends m au~ience pai:ticipation, 
and trends in humanities education on nat10nal, regional, and 
State levels. [Not later than one year after December 20, 1.985, the 
Chairperson shall submit to the Committee on Education and 
Labor of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Labor 
and Human Resources of the Senate a plan for the development 
and implementation of such system, including a recommendation 
t 
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regarding the need for any additional funds to be appropriated to 
develop and implement such system.] Such system shall be used, 
along with a summary of the data submitted with plans under sub-
section (D of this section, to prepare a report on the state of the 
humanities in the Nation. The state of the humanities report shall 
include a description of the availability of the Endowment's pro-
grams to emerging and culturally diverse scholars, cultural and 
educational organizations, and communities and of the participa· 
tion of such scholars, organizations, and communities in such pro-
grams. The state of the humanities report shall be submitted to the 
President and the Congress, and provided the States, not later than 
[October 1, 1988, and biennially thereafter] October 1, 1992, and 
quadrennially thereafter. 
[(!) REPORTS AND PLANS REQUIRED BY REGULATION OR DIRECTIVE; 
TRANSMI'ITAL TO EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION.-
(N ot later than January 31, 1986, the Chairperson of the Na· 
tional Endowment for the Humanities shall transmit to the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission each plan and each report 
required under any regulation or management directive that is 
issued by the Commission and is in effect on December 20, 1985.] 
(l) A group shall be eligible for financial assistance under this 
section only if-
(1) no part of the net earnings of the group inures to the bene· 
fit of any private stockholder or individual; and 
(2) donations to the group are allowable as a charitable con· 
tribution under section 170(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986. ";and 
(m) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Human· 
ities, with the advice of the National Council on the Humanities, is 
authorized to make the following annual awards: 
(1) The Jefferson Lecture in the Humanities Award to honor 
an individual for distinguished intellectual achievement in the 
humanities. The annual award shall not exceed $10,000. 
(2) The Charles Frankel Prize to honor persons who have 
made outstanding contributions to the public understanding of 
the humanities. Up to five/ersons may receive the award each 
year. No award shall exce.e $5, 000. 
(n) Any group receiving a grant pursuant to subsection (c) may use 
such grant to award a grant to carry out the purposes for which the 
grant was received in accordance. with the provisions of this Act. 
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE HUMANITIES 
SEC. 8. (a) • • • 
(f) The Council shall (1) advise the Chairperson with respect tc 
policies, programs, and procedures for carrying out the Chairper· 
son's functions, and (2) shall review applications for financial sup-
port and make recommendations thereon to the Chairperson. The 
Chairperson shall not approve or disapprove any such application 
until the Chairperson has received the recommendation of the 
Council on such application, unless the Council fails to make a rec· 
I 
I 
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ommendation thereon within a reasonable time. In the case of any 
application involving $30,000, or less, the Chairperson may approve 
or disapprove such request if such action is taken pursuant to t~e 
terms of a delegation of authority from the Council to the Chair· 
person, and provided that each such action by the Chairperson 
shall be reviewed by the Council: Provided, That the terms of any 
such delegation of authority shall n~t permit obligations for ~x­
penditure of funds under such delegat10n for any fiscal year which 
exceed an amount equal to 10 per centum of the sums appropriated 
for that fiscal year pursuant to subparagraph (BJ of paragraph OJ 
of section [ 11] l 2(a). 
FEDERAL COUNCIL ON THE ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES 
SEC. 9. (a) ESTABLISHMENT.-• • • 
(b) COMPOSITION; C11ArnP~;RsoN, DEs1c;N AT JON uv 1'1tEs11!1·:NT; 
CHANGES IN MEMBERSHIP TO ME!o.'T CHANGES IN PHOGRAMS OH EXEC· 
UTIVE BRANCH 0RGANIZATION.-The Council shall be composed of 
the Chairperson of the National Endowment for the ~~ts, the 
Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Humanities, the 
Director of the Institute of Museum Services, the Secretary of Edu-
cation, the Secretary of the Smithsoniai:i Ins~itution, the Director ~f 
the National Science Foundation, the Lrbranan of Congress, the Di-
rector of the National Gallery of Art, the Chairman of the Commis-
sion of Fine Arts the Archivist of the United States, the Commis· 
sioner, Public Bu'ildings Service, General S~rvices Administ~ation, 
[the Commissioner on Aging, a ~ember designated b.y the Director 
of the United States Information Agency] the Director of the 
United States Information Agency, [and a member des~gnated by 
the Secretary of the Interior] the Director ?f the National Park 
Service, a member designated by [the Char~man of the Senate 
Commission on Art and Antiquities] the President Pro Tempore of 
the Senate, and a member designated by the Speaker of the Hous~. 
The President shall designate the pr0siding officer of the Council 
from among the members. The President is authorized to ch.ange 
the membership of the Council from time to tiMe as the Pres1d~nt 
deems necessary to meet changes in Federal programs or executive 
branch organization. 
[(d) STUDY OF FEDERAL SUPPORT TO MUSEUMS, IMPACT OF !NSTI· 
TUTE OF MUSEUM SERVICES, AND IMPACT AND NAT~RE OF CONSERVA· 
TION AND PRESERVATION PROGRAMS.-The Councrl shall conduct a 
study to determine- · . [(l) the nature and l"!vel of Federal support provided to mu-
seums; · · d [(2) the areas in which such sul?port overlaps or rs ma · 
equate, particularly in case o~ emergmg museums; . . 
[(3) the impact of the Institute of Museums Services m car-
rying out its stated purposes; and . . 
[(4) the imp1 ;t and nature of conservat10n and preservat10n 
programs beinf; carried out under this chapter and other Fed· 
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eral laws and the areas in which such programs overlaps or 
are inadequate.] . 
(d) The Federal Council shall conduct a study to determine the 
nature and level of public support for the arts in the United States 
at the Federal, State and local levels, including an examination of 
the changing roles and impacts of each level within 1 year of the 
date of enactment of this subsection. 
ARTS EDUCA T/ON 
SEC. 10. (a) It is the purpose of this section to-
(1) encourage and develop quality arts educat~on at all levels, 
in conjunction with formal systems of early childhood, elemen· 
tary, secondary, and postsecondary education and with pro· 
grams of nonformal education for all age groups from early 
childhood through adulthood; . (2) develop and stimulate research to teach quality art educa· 
tion; and (3) encourage and facilitate the work of other Federal and 
State agencies in the area of arts education. . 
(b)(l) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts IS 
authorized to pay the Federal share of awarding grants to and en· 
tering into contracts or cooperative agreements with schools, groups 
and, in appropriate cases, individuals of exceptional talen~ ~n,gaged 
in or concerned with arts in education to support the activities de· 
scribed in subsection (c). 
(2) The Federal share of grants, contracts, and cooperC!-tive agree· 
ments awarded pursuant to the provisions of this section: (o! any 
fiscal year may not exceed 50 percent of the cost of t!z-e activities f~r 
which the grant is made or the contract or cooperative agreement IS 
entered into. (c) Funds awarded under this section may be used to encourage 
public knowledge, understanding, and appreciation of th~ arts, .an? 
to support the education. training, and development of thzs Nations 
artists, through activities that-
(1) develop partnerships between local and State. arts and edu-
cation agencies, businesses, <;alleges, and universztzes; 
(2) assist artists and arts teachers in carrer development; 
(3) support the development and promotion of improved cur· 
riculum materials in the arts; 
(4) improve t:ualuation and assessment of arts education pro-
gram.~ and instruction; . . . . (5) support and encourage n ... 1denc!C8 of a1nsts at all r:ducc 
tional levels; .. (6) support the use of technology and improved facilities and 
resources in arts education programs at all levels; and 
(7) support other relevant projects, including surveys, re-
search, planning, and publications relating to the purposes of 
this subsection. 
(d)(l) There is hereby established, with.in the J:lational Endow-
ment for the Arts, a National Arts Education Advisory Board (here-
inafter referred to as the "Board"). 
(2)(A) The Board shall consist of fifteen members appointed by the 
Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts. 
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(B) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts 
shall appoint members to the Board who are broadly representative 
of the fields of arts education field, including-
(i) artists, and educators f ram early childhood, elementary, 
secondary, and postsecondary education; 
(ii) representatives of arts institutions, State arts agencies and 
local arts agencies; 
(iii) professionals f ram national, State, and local organiza-
tions, corporations, and foundations; and 
(iv) the general public. 
(C) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts 
shall appoint to the Board at least 2 members of the general public 
who are knowledgeable in arts education and not less than 1 person 
who is a parent of a school-aged child involved in arts education. 
(D) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts 
shall appoint members to the Board who reflect the various geo-
graphical regions of the United States. 
(E) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts 
shall not appoint to the Board more than 3 members from any one 
State. 
(F) In making appointments pursuant to subparagraph (A), the 
Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts shall give con-
sideration to the equitable representation on the Baord of women, 
minorities, and persons with disabilities who are involved in arts 
education. 
(3XA) The term of office of the members of the Board shall be 5 
years, except that-
(i) any such member appointed to fill a vacancy shall serve 
only such portion of a term as shall not have expired at the 
time of such appointment; and 
(ii) in the case of initial members of the Board-
(1) 3 members shall serve for terms of 5 years, 
(11) 3 members shall serve for terms of 4 years, 
(!If) 3 members shall serve for terms of 3 years, 
(JV) 3 members shall serve for terms of 2 years, and 
(V) 3 members shall serve for terms of 1 year, 
as designated by the Chairperson at the time of appointment. 
(BJ Any member of the Board who has been a member of the 
Board for more than 7 consecutive years shall thereafter be ineligi-
ble for reappointment to the Board during the 3-year period follow-
ing the expiration of the last such consecutive year. 
(CJ Vacancies in the Board shall be filled in the same manner as 
the original appointment was made. 
(4) The Chairperson of the Board shall be designated by the 
Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts from among 
the appointed members of the Board. 
(5) Except as provided in paragraph (6)(B), 8 appointed members 
of the Board shall constitute a quorum. 
(6) The Board shall meet at the call of the Chairperson of the 
Board, except that the Board shall meet-
(A) not less than four times each year; and 
(BJ whenever one-third of the appointed members request a 
meeting in writing, in which event seven of the appointed mem-
bers shall constitute a quorum. 
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• (7) The members of the B d h ll b 
and other necessa o~r s ~ e allowed travel expenses 
ence, at rates auth~rf:!J{o~s~~n~luding per die;n in lieu of subsist· 
I of chapter 57 of title 5, United srtes °[;, c:feenc~ under subchapt~r 
homes or regular places of busine a es toh ' while away from their for the Board. ss in e performance of services 
. (e) The Board, in coordination with th Ch . 
tzonal Encf:olfl'!lent for the Arts, shall- e azrperson of the Na-
(1) initiate expand and d' ... 
the encouragement and dei~i~:n,~a~e f twztrs with respect. to 
at all levels, in conjunction w 'th /( n o l qua zty arts educat~on ~~~f' P~~~n:~'!a";, ~~~o~~ary, ~nd ~~'::;e/;!,:J~"; ~t:cC:}fo~h~~ 
early childhood ~rou:h ';d~l~f~i:;.tion for all age groups from 
ca~I~n~e~~~p and stimulate resear~h to teach quality arts edu· 
St<;fe ~;~~~~:f~n ath~ [~~~l~f~ert!~~/:c°:t1o~~ other Federal and 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS 
SEC. [10.] 11. (a) In addition to th · · 
by other provisions of this Act th ChY. au ont1es vested in them 
dowment for the Arts and the' Che. airperson of the National En-
ment for the Humanities in a1rperson of th.e National Endow· 
tions, shall each have authorit carrymg out their respective func· 
(1) • • • y 
• • • (6) to make advance, progress and other a • . (3f u~s.~. tf 52~]0'1)~4);s of sectia'n 3648 of th~~~~~ s~~~~! 
• • • (b) In any case in which an h • 
bequeathed, or devised to th% Th~~eda~r ot c.A) p~operty is ~ona~d, 
of the Endowment for the benefit f h'oh hWlthout de~1~ation 
ed, and (B) without condition or ~esr. if. sucth property_ is mtend· 
for the purpo , f th F . nc 10n o er than it be used 
to have been sd~~atede b~~~~:t~od, sue~ p~opde~y shall be deemed 
each Endowment and' each C ~ ' or evise m equal shares to 
have authority to receive such hpa:~per:on I of an End~wmel!t shall 
money or other ro t · d per Y· n any case m which any 
Foundation withp a ~~~diti~n ~natedt ~~9ueathed, or devised to the 
deemed to have been donated r b~~s nctl~od, sucdh p~operty shall be 
dowment whose function it is to uea e , or ev1sed to that En· 
d.escribed or referred to by the t~~rry oft thh purp?~e or purposes 
t10n, and each Chairperson of an E mJ o sue cond1t10n or restric-
to receive such property For th n owment shall have authority t~nce, if one or more of the ur e purposes of the ,P,receding sen-
t10n is covered by the functi~n/irb~i~ Eucg a cond1t10n ?r restric-
the purposes of such d · . !1 ?wments, or 1f some of 
functions of one Endo~':::.~n:twn or restnct10n are covered by the 
condition or restriction are co~~~edtier t}[ t?e p~rposes of such a 
Endowment, the Federal Council on th Ae t unctd1ons of the o~~er 
e r s an the Humanities 
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shall determine an equitable manner for distribution between each 
of the Endowments of the property so donated, bequeathed, or de-
vised. For the purpose of the income tax, gift tax, and estate tax 
laws of the United States, any money or other property donated, 
bequeathed, or devised to the Foundation or one of its Endowments 
and received by the Chairperson of an Endowment pursuant to au-
thority derived under this subsection shall be deemed to have been 
donated, bequeathed, or devised to or for the use of the United 
States. 
(c) In selecting panels of experts under [clause (4)] subsection 
(aX4) to review and make recommendations with respect to the aP' 
proval of applications for financial assistance under this Act, each 
Chairperson shall appoint individuals who have exhibited expertise 
and leadership in the field under review, who broadly represent di-
verse characteristics in terms of aesthetic or humanistic perspec-
tive, and geographical factors, and who broadly represent cultural 
diversity, including local arts representatives. [Each Chairperson 
shall assure that the membership of panels changes substantially 
from year to year, and that no more than 20 per centum of the 
annual appointments shall be for service beyond the limit of three 
consecutive years on a subpanel.] In making appointments, each 
Chairperson shall give due regard to the need for experienced as 
well as new members on each panel. 
(d) Panels of experts appointed to review or make recommenda-
tions with respect to the approval of applications or projects for 
funding by the National Endowment for the Arts shall, when re-
viewing such applications and projects, recommend for funding 
only applications and projects that in the context in which they are 
presented, in the experts' view, foster excellence, are reflective of 
exceptional talent, and have significant literary, scholarly, cultur-
al, or artistic merit. Whenever there is pending an application sub-
mitted by an individual for financial assistance under section 5(c), 
such individual may not serve as a member of any subpanel (or 
panel where a subpanel does not exist) before which such applica-
tion is pending. The prohibition described in the previous sentence 
shall commence on the date the application is submitted and con-
tinue for so long as the application is pending. 
[(b)] (e) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the 
Arts and the Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Hu-
manities shall each submit an annual report to the President for 
transmittal to the Congress on or before the 15th day of April of 
each year. The report shall summarize the activities of the Endow-
ment for the preceding year, and may include 8uch recommenda-
tions as the Chairperson deems appropriate. 
[(c)] ({) The National Council on the Arts and the National 
Council on the Humanities, respectively, may each submit an 
annual report to the President for transmittal to the Congress on 
or before the 15th day of April of each year setting forth a summa-
ry of its activities during the preceding year or its recommenda· 
tions for any measures which it considers necessary or desirable. 
[(d)] (gXl) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the 
Arts and the Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Hu-
manities shall conduct a post-award evaluation of projects, produc-
tions, and programs for which financial assistance is provided by 
l 
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their r~spective. Endowments under sections 5(c) and 7(c). Such 
evaluat10n n;ay mclude an ~udit to determine the accuracy of the 
r.~ports reqmred to be submitted by recipients under clauses (i) and 
(u) .of paragrap~ (.2)(A). As a condition of receiving such financial 
~s1stance, a rec1p1ent shall con;ply with the requirements specified 
.m paragraph (2_) that are applicable to the project, production, or 
program for wh1.c~ such financial assistance is received. 
(2J(A) The rec1p1ent of financial assistance provided by either of 
the E~dowments shall submit to the Chairperson of the Endow· 
ment mvolved-
(i). a financial report containing such information as the 
C'.ha1rper~on deems necessary to ensure that such financial as· 
s~stance 1s expended in accordance with the terms and condi· 
t10i::s under which it is provided; 
(u~ a repor~ describing the project, production, or program 
earned out with such financial assistance· and 
(iii) if practicable, as determined by th~ Chairperson a copy 
of such proje~t, production, or program. ' 
(B) Such rec1p1ent shall comply with the requirements of this 
par:agraph not lat~r thal_l 90 da~s after the end of the period for 
which such financial assistance is provided. The Chairperson may 
extend the 90-day period only if the recipient shows good cause 
why such an extension should be granted. 
(~) If such recipi~nt su?stantia~ly fails to satisfy the purposes for 
wh1c? such financial assistance is I?rovided and the criteria speci· fi~d m [the last s~ntence of subsect10n (a)] subsection (dJ, as deter· 
mme~ by t~e Chairperson of the Endowment that provided such fi. 
nancial assistance, then such Chairperson may-
(A) for purp?ses of. determining whether to provide any sub-
sequent financial assistance, take into consideration the results 
of the post-award evaluation conducted under this subsection· 
(B) prohibit the recipient of such financial assistance to u~ 
the name of, ?r in any way associate such project, production, 
or program with the Endowment that provided such financial 
assistance; and 
(.C) if such project •. pr?duction, or program is published, re-
~UJre t~a~ the pu~hcation contain the following statement: 
The opm101'.s, findmgs, conclusions, and recommendations ex· 
pressed herem do not reflect the views of the National Endow· 
!11.ent for the Arts or the National Endowment for the Human· 
1ties.". · 
[(e)(l) The. Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts 
'.11.1d th~ Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Human· 
1t1es, .v.:1th the cooperation of the Secretary of Education, shall con· 
duct JOmtly a study of-
[(A) the state or arts eduction and humanities education as 
currently taught in the public elementary and second~ry 
schools in the United States; and 
. [(B) the current and future availability of qualified instruc-
tiol_lal i:ersonnel, and other factors, affecting the quality of edu· 
cat10n m the arts and humanities in such schools. 
[(2) The Endowments shall consult with the Committee on Labor 
and Human Resources of the Senate and the Committee on Educa· 
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tion and Labor of the House of Representatives in the design and 
implementation of the study required by this subsection. 
[(3) Not later than two years after the date of the enactment of 
the Arts, Humanities, and Museums Amendments of 1985, the En-
dowments shall submit to the President, the Congress, and the 
States a report containing-
[(A) the findings of the study under paragraph (1); 
[(B) the Endowments' views of the role of the arts and hu-
manities in elementary and secondary education; 
[(C) recommendations designed to encourage making arts 
and humanities education available throughout elementary 
and secondary schools; 
[(D) recommendations for the participation by the National 
Endowment for the Arts and the National Endowment for the 
Humanities in arts education and humanities education in 
such schools; and 
[(E) an evaluation of existing policies of the National En· 
dowment for the Arts and the National Endowment for the 
Humanities that expressly or inherently affect the Endow-
ments' abilities to expand such participation. 
[(f) Not later than October 1, l!J87, each Endowment shall 
submit to the Congress a report detailing the procedures used in 
selecting experts for appointment to panels and the procedures ap-
plied by panels in making recommendations with respect to ap-
proval of applications for financial assistance under this Act, in-
cluding procedures to avoid possible conflicts of interest which may 
arise in providing financial assistance under this Act.] 
(hXlJ The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts 
shall develop procedures which-
(A) ensure that each panel of experts established pursuant to 
subsection (a)(4J has a wide geographic, aesthetic, ethnic, minor-
ity representation by-
(i) creating an agency-wide panelist bank, containing 
names of both qualified arts professionals and knowledgea· 
ble lay persons that have been approved by the Chairperson 
of the National Endowment for the Arts, or such Chairper· 
son's designee; and 
(ii) ensuring that such panels, where feasible, have 
knowledgeable lay persons serving on such panels at all 
times; (BJ establish, where feasible, standardized panel procedures; 
(CJ require, where necessary and feasible, the increased use of 
site visitations to view, and issue a written report on, an appli-
cant's work in order to assist the panel of experts in making 
recommendations; 
(D) require a verbatim record of all deliberations and recom-
mendations of each panel of experts; 
(EJ require that the membership of each panel of experts 
change substantially from year to year, with no appointment to 
a panel of experts to exceed three consecutive years; and 
(F) require all meetings of the National Council on the Arts 
be open to the public in accordance with the provisions of sec-
tion 552b of title 5, United States Code. 
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(2J The Inspector General of the National Endowment for the Arts 
sh.all conduct th~ appropriate reviews to ensure grantee compliance 
with all regulations which relate to the administration of all pro-
grams and operations of the National Endowment for the Arts. This 
review includes, but i..~ not limited to, grantee compliance with all 
accounting and financial criteria. 
(JJ. The procedures described in paragraph (]) shall be developed 
within 90 days of enactment of this subsection. 
(iJ(l) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts 
shall establish sanctions for groups or individuals who receive 
funds pursuant to the provisions of section 5 and use such funds to 
create, produce, or support a project or production which is found to 
be obscene under criminal laws or is found to be a criminal viola· 
tion of child pornography laws, as determined by a court decision 
after final appeals in the State or States in which the group or indi· 
vidual produced such project or production or in the State or States 
describe~ in the grant award as the site or sites of the project or 
production. 
(2J Except as provided in paragraphs (3J and (4), the sanctions de· 
scribed in paragraph (lJ shall include-
(A) repayment by the individual or organization which ere· 
ated or produced the project or production found to be obscene 
or to violate child pornography laws pursuant to the provisions 
of paragraph (1) to the Chairperson of the portion of the funds 
received under section 5 whid. were used to create or produce 
such project or production in accordance with the provisions or 
paragraph (3J; and 
(BJ ineligibility of the individual or organization which-
(i) used funds received under section 5 to create or 
produce the project or production found to be obscene or to 
violate child pornography laws pursuant to the provisions 
of paragraph (]); and 
(ii) was a defendant convicted in the criminal action de· 
scribed in paragraph (lJ; 
to receive funds under this act for a Reriod to be determined by 
the Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts, 
which shall not be less than J years from the date such project 
or production is found ta be obscene or to violate child pornog· 
raphy laws pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (JJ or until 
repayment of the funds pursuant to the provisions of subpara· 
graph (A), whichever is longer. 
(J)(AJ Except as provided in paragraph (4J, funds required to be 
reJ?ai~ pursuant to the provisions of this subsection shall be repaid 
within 90 days from the date such project or production is found to 
b~ obscene or to violate child pornography laws pursuant to the pro-
visions of paragraph (1). 
(B) If a State, local, or regional agency or arts group received 
funds directly from the Chairperson under section 5 and awarded 
all . or a portion of such funds to an individual or organization 
whic~ used such funds to create, produce or support a project or pro-
duction found to be obscene or to violate child pornography laws 
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (JJ, and the Chairperson de· 
termines that such individual or organization is not able to repay 
such funds in accordance with the provisions of paragraph (2) and 
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this paragraph, then such agency or group shall repay such funds to 
the Chairperson within 30 days of the expiration of-
(i) the 90-day period described in paragraph (J); or 
(ii) the waiver period described in paragraph (4). 
(CJ Each individual or organization required to repay funds pur-
suant to the provisions of subparagraph (AJ of paragraph (2J shall 
be ineligible to receive further funds under this Act until such 
funds are repaid. 
(DJ If a State, local, or regional agency or arts group is required to 
repay funds pursuant to the provisions of subparagraph (A) of para· 
graph (2) or subparagraph (BJ of this paragraph and fails to make 
such repayment in accordance with the provisions of this subsection, 
then such agency or group shall be ineligible to receive funds under 
this Act until such funds are repaid. 
<4J The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts may 
waive the provisions of paragraph (J)(A) for a period not to exceed 2 
years. 
(5) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts 
shall develop procedures to ensure compliance with the sanctions de· 
scribed in paragraph (1). 
(6) The general information and guidance form prouided to recipi-
ents of funds under section 5 shall include on such form the /(Jl/ow· 
ing: 
REPAYMENT OF FuNDS AND DEBARMENT.-ln accordance with a 
Conl{'"essional directive, recipients of funds under section 5 of the 
National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965 
are requested to note the provisions of section lO(g) of such Act re-
garding repayment of funds and debarment. 
(7J The Chairperson shall develop regulations to implement the 
sanctions described in this subsection. 
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 
_ SEC. [11.] 12. (aXlXA) For the purpose of carrying out section 
5(c), there are authorized to be appropriated to the National En-
dowment for the Arts [$121,678,000 for fiscal year 1986, 
$123,425,120 for fiscal year 1987, $128,362,125 for fiscal year 1988, 
and such sums as may be necessary for each of the fiscal years 
1989 and 1990. Of the sums so appropriated for any fiscal year, not 
less than 20 per centum shall be for carrying out section 5(g)] 
$125,800,000 for fiscal year 1991 and such sums as may be necessary 
for each of the fiscal years 1992 through 1995. 
(B) For the purpose of carrying out section 7(c), there are author-
ized to be appropriated to the National Endowment for the Hu-
manities [$95,207,000 for fiscal year 1986, $99,015,280 for fiscal 
year 1987, $102,975,891 for fiscal year 1988, and such sums as may 
be necessary for each of the fiscal years 1989 and 1990; Of the sums 
so appropriated for any fiscal year, not less than 20 per centum 
shall be for carrying out section 7(f)] $119,900,000 for fiscal year 
1991 and such sums as may be necessary for each of the fiscal years 
1992 through 1995. 
[(C) There are authorized to be appropriated to the National En-
dowment for the Arts for the fiscal year ending September 30, 
1977, not to exceed-
• 
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[\i) $2,?00,000 for planning pursuant to paragraph (l)(D) of 
sect10n 4(i) of the Department of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 
1652(i)), 
[(ii) $2,500,000 for interim maintenance pursuant to para-
graph (l)(B) of such section 4(i); and 
[(iii) $250,000 for administrative expenses. 
Sums appropriated for the purposes of this subparagraph shall 
remain available until expended.] 
(2)(A) There are authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal 
year ending before October 1, [1990] 1995, to the National Endow-
ment for the Arts and amount equal to the sum of-
(i) the total amounts received by such Endowment under sec-
tion [10] ll(a)(2), including the value of property donated, be-
queathed, or devised to such Endowment; and 
(ii) the total amounts received by the grantees of such En-
dowment from non-Federal sources, including the value of 
property donated, bequeathed, or devised to such grantees, for 
use in carrying out projects and other activities under para-
graph (1) through [paragraph (8)] paragraph (10) of section 
5(c); 
except that the amounts so appropriated to the National Endow-
ment for the Arts shall not exceed [$8,820,000 for fiscal year 1986, 
$9,172,800 for fiscal year 1987, $9,539,712 for fiscal year 1988, and 
such sums as may be necessary for each of the fiscal years 1989 
and 1990] $13,000,000 for fiscal year 1991 and such sums as may be 
necessary for each of the fiscal years 1992 through 1995. 
(B) There are authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year 
ending before October 1, [1990] 1995, to the National Endowment 
for the Humanities an amount equal to the sum of-
(i) the total amounts received by such Endowment under sec-
tion [10] ll(a)(2), including the value of property donated, be-
queathed, or devised to such Endowment; and 
(ii) the total amounts received by the grantees and subgran-
tees of such Endowment from non-Federal sources, including 
the value of property donated, bequeathed, or devised to such 
grantees and subgrantees, for use in carrying out activities 
under paragraph (1) through paragraph [9] 10 of section 7(c); 
except that the amounts so. appropriated to the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities shall not exceed [$10,780,000 for fiscal 
year 1986, $11,211,200 for fiscal year 1987, $11,659,648 for fiscal 
year 1988, and such sums as may be necessary for each of the fiscal 
years 1989 and 1990.] $12,000,000 for fiscal year 1991 and such 
sums as may be necessary for each of the fiscal years 1992 through 
1995. 
(3)(A) There are authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal 
year ending before October 1, [1990] 1995, to the National Endow-
ment for the Arts an amount equal to the sum of-
(i) the total amounts received by such Endowment, includng 
the value of property donated, bequeathed, or devised to such 
Endowment, for the purposes set forth in section 5(1)(1) pursu-
ant to the authority of section [10] ll(a)(2); and 
(ii) the total amounts received by the grantees of such En-
dowment from non-Federal sources, including the value of 
property donated, bequeathed, or devised to such grantees, for 
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use in carrying out activities under subparagraph (A) through 
subparagraph (F) of section 5(1)(1); 
except that the amounts so appropriated to such Endowment shall 
not exceed [$20,580,000 for fiscal year 1986, $21,403,200 for fiscal 
year 1987 $22 259 328 for fiscal year 1988, and such sums as may 
be necess~ry f~r e~ch of the fiscal years 1989 and 1990] $15,000,000 
for fiscal year 1991 and such sums as may be necessary for each of 
the fiscal years 1992 through 1995. 
(B) There are authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year 
ending before October 1, [1990] 1995, to the National Endowment 
for the Humanities an amount equal to the sum of-
(i) the total amounts received by such Endowment, including 
the value of property donated, bequeathed, or devised to such 
Endowment, for the purposes set forth, in section 7(h~(l) pursu-
ant to the authority of section [10] ll(a)(2); and 
(ii) the total amounts received by the grantees of such En-
dowment from non-Federal sources, including the value of 
property donated, bequeathed, or devised to such grantees, for 
use in carrying out activities under subpargraph (A) through 
subparagraph (F) of section 7(h)(l); 
except that the amounts so appropriated to such Endowment shall 
not exceed [$19,600,000 for fiscal year 1986, $20,384,000 for fiscal 
year 1987, $21,199,360 for fiscal year 1988, and such sums as may 
be necessary for each of the fiscal years 1989 and 1990] $15,150,000 
for fiscal year 1991 and such sums as may be necessary for each 
fiscal year 1992 through 1995. . [(C) If either Chairperson determines at the end of the mnth 
month of any fiscal year that funds which would otherwise be 
available unc'.er this paragraph to an Endowment cannot be used, 
the Chairperson shall transfer such funds to the other Endowment 
for the purposes described in section 5(1)(1) or section 7(hX1J, as 
may be necessary.] [D] (CJ Sums appropriated pursuant to su~paragraph (Al an~ 
subparagraph (B) for any fiscal year shall remam available for obli-
gation and expenditure until expended. 
(c)(l) There are authorized to be appropriated to the National En-
dowment for the Arts [$15,982,000 for fiscal year 1986, $16,205,280 
for fiscal year 1987, $16,853,491 for fiscal year 1988, and such sums 
as may be necessary for each of the fiscal years 1989 and 1990] 
$21,200,000 for fiscal year 1991 and such sums _as may b~ f!-ecessary 
for each of the fiscal years 1992 through 199;;, to a.dm1mster t~e 
provisions of this Act, or any other program for .which th~ Cha_1r-
person of the National Endowment for the Arts is responsible, ~n­
cluding not to exceed $35,000 for each such fiscal year for offic.ial 
reception and representation expenses. The total amount which 
may be obligated or expended for such expenses for any fiscal year 
through the use of appropriated funds or any other source of funds 
shall not exceed $35,000. (2) There are authorized to be appropriated to the National En-
dowment for the Humanities [$14,291,000 for fiscal year 1986, 
$14,446,640 for fiscal year 1987, $15,024,506 for fiscal year 1988, and 
such sums as may be necessary for each of the fiscal years 1989 
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' " and 1990] $17,950,000 for fiscal year 1991 and such sums as may be 
• necessary for each of the fiscal years 1992 through 1995, to adminis· 
ter the provisions of this Act, or any other program for which the 
Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Humanities is re-
sponsible, including not to exceed $35,000 for each such fiscal year 
for official reception and representation expenses. The total 
amount which may be obligated or expended for such expenses for 
any fiscal year through the use of appropriated funds [or any 
other source of funds] shall not exceed $35,000. 
[(d)(l) The total amount of appropriations to carry out the activi· 
ties of the National Endowment for the Arts shall not exceed-
[(A) $167,060,000 for fiscal year 1986, 
[(B) $170,206,400 for fiscal year 1987, and 
[(C) $177,014,656 for fiscal year 1988. 
[(2) The total amount of appropriations to carry out the activi· 
ties for the National Endowment for the Humanities shall not 
exceed-
[(A) $139,878,000 for fiscal year 1986, 
[(B) $145,057,120 for fiscal year 1987, and 
[(C) $150,859,405 for fiscal year 1988.] 
(d)(l) The total amount of appropriations to carry out the activi· 
ties of the National Endowment for the Arts shall be $195,250,000 
for fiscal year 1991 and such sums as may be necessary for each of 
the fiscal years 1992 through 1995. 
(2) The total amount of appropriations to carry out the activities 
of the National Endowment for the Humanities shall be 
$165,000,000 for fiscal year 1991 and such sums as may be necessary 
for each of the fiscal years 1992 through 1995. 
({) For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of section 9(d), 
there are authorized to be appropriated $250,000 for fiscal year 1991 
and such sums as may be necessary for each fiscal year thereafter. 
(g)(l) If the total amount appropriated to the National Endow· 
ment for the Arts pursuant to the authority of section 12 exceeds 
$175,000,000, there are authorized to be appropriated $10,000,000 for 
fiscal year 1991, and such sums as may be necessary for each of 
fiscal years 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995 to carry out the provisions of 
section lO(b). · 
(2) Sums appropriated pursuant to the authority of paragraph (1) 
shall be available for obligation and expenditure until expended. 
MUSEUM SERVICES ACT 
(Title II of P.L. 94-462) 
NATIONAL MUSEUM SERVICES BOARD 
SEc. 204. (a)(l) The Board shall consist of fifteen members ap-
pointed by the President by and with the advice and consent of the 
Senate. Such members shall be selected from among citizens of the 
United States who are members of the general public and who 
are-
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(A) broadly representative of the various museums, including 
museums relating to science, history, technology, art, zoos, and 
botanical gardens, and of the curatorial, conservational, educa-
tional, and cultural resources of the United States; and 
(d) The Board shall meet at the call of the Chairperson, except 
that-
(1) it shall meet not less than [four] three times each year; 
and 
DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE 
SEC. 205. (a)(l) The Director of the Institute shall be appointed by 
the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, 
and shall serve at the pleasure of the President. The Director shall 
[be compensated at the rate provided for level V of the Executive 
Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5316), and shall] perform such duties and exer-
cise such powers as the Board may prescribe. 
(2) The Director shall not delegate any of the [Chairperson's] 
Director's functions to any other officer who is not directly respon· 
sible to the Director. 
ACTIVITIES OF THE INSTITUTE 
SEC. 206. (a) The Director, subject to the policy direction of the 
Board, is authorized to make grants to museums to increase and 
improve museum services, through such activities as-
(5) assisting them in conservation of [artifacts and art ob-
jects] museum collections; 
• 
(b)(l) The Director, subject to the policy direction of the National 
Museum Services Board, is authorized to enter into contracts and 
cooperative agreements with [professional museum organizations] 
eligible entities to provide financial assistance to [such organiza-
tions] such entities in order to enable [such organizations] such 
entities to undertake projects designed to strengthen museum serv-
ices and to advance the well being of museum and conservation 
services, except that any contracts or cooperative agre.ements en-
tered into pursuant to this subsection shall be effective only to 
such extent or in such amounts as are provided in appropriations 
Acts. 
(2)[(A) No financial assistance may be provided under this sub-
section for any project for a period in excess of one year. 
(B)] No financial assistance may be provided under this subsec-
tion to pay for the operational expenses of any [professional 
museum organization] eligible entity. 
(3) The aggregate amount of financial assis~an~e made uncle~ ~his 
subsection to [professional museum orgamzat10ns] any eligible 
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entity shall not exceed 5 percent of the amount appropriated under 
this Act for such fiscal year. 
[(4) For purposes of this subsection, the term "professional 
museum organization" means a private, nonprofit professional 
museum-related organization, institution, or association which en· 
gages in activities designed to advance the well-being of museums 
and the museum profession.] 
(4) For the purposes of this subsection, the term "eligible entity" 
means a private, nonprofit professional museum or conservation-re· 
lated organization, a research institution, a university, or a 
museum. 
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 
SEC. 209. [(a) For the purpose of making grants under section 
206(a) there are authorized to be appropriated $21,600,000 for fiscal 
year 1986, $22,464,000 for fiscal year 1987, $23,362,560 for fiscal 
year 1988, and such sums as may be necessary for each of the fiscal 
years 1989 and 1990.] (a) For the purpose of making awards under 
section 206, there are authorized to be appropriated $24,000,000 for 
fiscal year 1991 and such sums as may be necessary for each of the 
fiscal years 1992 through 1995. 
(d) For the purpose of enabling the Institute to carry out its func· 
tions under this title, [during the period beginning on the date of 
the enactment of this Act and ending October 1, 1990,] there is au· 
thorized to be appropriated for each of the fiscal years 1991 through 
1995 an amount equal to the amount contributed during such 
period to the Institute under section 207. 
ARTS AND ARTIFACTS INDEMNITY AcT 
TITLE 20-UNITED STATES CODE 
INDEMNITY LIMITS 
SEC. 5. (a) Approval of estimated values 
I 
(b) MAXIMUM LIMITS OF CovERAGE.-The aggregate of loss or I 
damage covered by indemnity agreements made under this chapter 
shall not exceed [$1,200,000,000] $5,000,000,000 at any one time. 
(c) LIMIT FOR SINGLE EXHIBITION.-No indemnity agreement for a 
single exhibition shall cover loss or damage in excess of 
[$125,000,000] $500,000,000. 
(d) DEDUCTIBLE LIMIT.-If the estimated value of the items COY· 
ered by an indemnity agreement for a single exhibition is-
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(1) • • • 
(2) more than $2,000,000 but less than $10,000,000, then cov-
erage under this chapter shall extend only to loss or damage in 
excess of the first $25,000 of loss or damage to items covered; 
[or] 
[(3) $10,000,000 or more, then coverage under this chapter 
shall extend only to loss or damage in excess of the first 
$50,000 or loss or damage to items covered.] 
(3) $10,000,000 but less than $125,000,000, then coverage 
under this Act shall extend to loss or damage in excess of the 
first $50,000 of loss or damage to items covered; 
(4) $125,000,000 but less than $300,000,000, then coverage 
under this Act shall extend to loss or damage in excess of the 
first $100,000 of loss or damage to items covered; or 
(5) $300,000,000 or more, then coverage under this Act shall 
extend only to loss or damage in excess of the first $200,000 of 
loss or damage to items covered. 
ARTS, HUMANITIES, AND MUSEUMS AMENDMENTS OF 1985 
(Public Law 99-194) 
(TITLE IV-ALTERNATIVE FEDERAL FUNDING OF THE ARTS AND 
HUMANITIES 
[SEC. 401. STUDY OF ALTERNATIVE FUNDING OF THE ARTS AND THE HU· 
MANITIES. 
[(a) STUDY REQUIRED.-(1) The Comptroller General of the 
United States shall conduct a study to determine the feasibility of 
supplementing expenditures made from the general fund of the 
Treasury of the United States for the National Endowment for the 
Arts, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the Insti-
tute of Museum Services through other Federal funding mecha-
nisms. The study required by this section shall consider, but is not 
limited to, the consideration of the following funding sources: 
[(A) A revolving fund comprised of payments made to the 
Federal Government through an extension of the existing Fed-
eral copyright period for artistic, dramatic, literary, and musi-
cal works. 
[(B) A revolving fund comprised of payments made to the 
Federal Government for the right to use or publicly perform 
artistic, dramatic, literary, and muscial works in the public 
domain. 
[(2) In carrying out the study required by this section, the Comp-
troller General shall frequently consult with and seek the advice of 
the Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts, the 
Chairperson of the National endowment for the Humanities, the 
Director of the Institute of Museum Services, the Register of Copy-
right.s, the Chairman of the Labor and Human Resources Commit-
tee of the Senate, the Chairman of the Education and Labor Com-
mittee of the House of Representatives, the Chairman of the Com-
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mittee on the Judiciary of the Senate, and the Chairman of the 
Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives, con· 
cerning the scope, direction, and focus of the study. 
[(3) In conducting the study required by this section, the Comp-
troller General shall consider the impact which the implementa-
tion of each supplemental funding mechanism would have on-
[(A) any international copyright treaties, commitments, and 
obligations to which the United States is a party; 
[(B) public participation in the arts and the humanities; 
(C) private, corporate, and foundation support for the arts 
and the humanities; 
[(D) the overall quality of arts and the humanities in the 
United States; 
[(E) the creative activities of individual authors and artists; 
and 
[(F) the activities and operations of private copyrighting or-
ganizations. 
[(b) REPORT.-The Comptroller General shall prepare and 
submit to the Congress not later than one year after the date of 
enactment of this Act a report of the study required by this section, 
together with such recommendations as the Comptroller General 
deems appropriate.] 
TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE 
§ 5315. Positions at level IV 
Level IV of the Executive Schedule applies to the following posi-
tions, for which the annual of basic pay shall be the rate deter-
mined with respect to such level under chapter 11 of title 2, as ad-
justed by section 5318 of this title: 
Deputy Administrator of General Services. 
Director of the Institute of Museum Services. 
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